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Foreword
“Look over there, at that old tree, the only tree in the field. It was under
that tree, over thirty years ago, that Wienco was born. When I first met
Henri Wientjes, he was representative of a company that supplied agricultural inputs to farmers. He soon knew everything there was to know
about my farm. In fact, he came and worked alongside me in the fields to
show me how to use the fertilizers. Right from the beginning, the results
were very positive. So one day I asked him, ‘My friend, why don’t you
start your own company?’ I remember this conversation very well. We
were sitting right under that tree over there.”
“When that first harvest came in, I knew immediately that this wasn’t small business we were doing, but something with real potential. Henri and I sat down
again. And we began planning how to expand. By the following year, we’d cleared
more than 7,500 acres for rice and another 700 acres for maize, and Wienco was
growing as fast as the crops.”
“After such a long partnership, Mr. Wientjes is like my real brother – only even
closer. He eats from the same bowl and hides nothing from me. From the very
beginning, I’ve trusted him, and he’s always told me the truth about everything.
There’s no laziness in him. He never stops working, and he never gives up on a
problem.”
“I have been a chief for 26 years. But I have been a farmer for longer. You cannot
stop being a farmer just because you are a chief. Rather than squeezing your
people, you must help to feed them. Help them to feed themselves. Every day of
the week except Fridays, I come to the farm. And if for some reason I can’t come,
I feel like something’s wrong, like I’m sick. There’s something good in farming,
something more than just the harvest that the earth gives back to you.”

Alhadji Alhassan Sulley, Nanton-Naa
(Chief of Nanton)
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Growing with Ghana
Successful companies today are more likely to honour their founders than salute the country of their birth. Not
Wienco. This Ghanaian-Dutch agricultural company is proud of the debt it owes to the country that has nurtured it
since its inception. Although founder Henri Wientjes has given the company his name, he cheerfully acknowledges –
in fact, he even insists – that without Ghana and its own story of development, there would be no Wienco: “For thirty
years, Ghana has given us the chance to grow – and to give back. We prove how a country and a company can grow
together sustainably.”

The power of modern methods

and pay back my first loan. So we planted, and we worked.

The seeds of Wienco’s story were sown 30 years ago in a town

But that next year, floods came, and we lost that harvest, too.

called Tamale, in the Northern Region of Ghana. For years,

The man at the bank said, ‘You’ve got to open a third account,

farmers here have cleared small fields from the spreading

and take a third loan.’ I told him no, I didn’t want to end up a

savannah to grow maize, groundnuts, rice and, more recently,

slave to the bank. But there was no other way, so in the end

soya. “Tamale is my spiritual hometown,” says Henri. “This is

that’s what we did.”

where my heart is. The nature here speaks to me, and I have
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many friends here.” One of his oldest and closest friends in

“That year, Henri brought a plane, and we built an airstrip

the region is Nanton Naa, the Paramount Chief of the Nanton

where the mango trees stand now. We did aerial spraying to

District. “We call each other ‘brother’,” says Henri. “When I

kill weeds. We did everything we could. Still, when it came

first met him, farmers around here were using completely

time for the rains to come, there was nothing. No rain. So

outdated technology and getting very small yields. I knew how

Henri told me to pray for rain, and I came to the farm and

much modern methods would improve this. And the Chief

I talked to God and I said, ‘Look here God, I’ve done noth-

quickly understood the potential, too.” Nanton Naa was one

ing wrong, I’ve cheated no one, and yet my crops have been

of the first around Tamale to use fertilizers and other inputs

destroyed by drought and destroyed by flood. I’d like you to

systematically. “He’s a natural innovator. In fact, it was he who

set this right.’ And the rains came, and God paid me back.

suggested that I set up a company importing fertilizer and

In that harvest, we brought in an extra 10,000 bags of rice.

other agricultural imputs to Ghana.”

That’s where our success started, with that harvest.”

Nanton Naa tells the story of their early collaboration. “In one

Building on strong foundations

of the first years, there was a drought, and I had to go to the

Wienco’s business case – and Ghana’s potential for agricultur-

bank to get another loan so that I could start planting again

al growth – was proven. The time had come for the company
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Ebenezer Boateng,

Wienco Driver

With Wienco since 1981
ject involving the importation of agricultural equipment. From
the beginning, we understood each other, we had trust. And
that is absolutely what you need for a successful business
relationship. So I was with Wienco right from the start, watching it grow and succeed. But doing business here is not like
doing business in the West. You must be prepared for things
to take longer, because of paperwork, or because of transport
problems. And, quite often, if you want a particular service,
you have to set it up for yourself. If you want a particular product, you cannot go and buy it – you maybe even have to import
it yourself! But I’m convinced that Wienco was able to sucto put down roots. In 1980, Wienco established its first office

ceed because the company was willing to believe in Ghana. It

– right next door to the Swiss Embassy in the Ghanaian capital,

believed in making these efforts. And that belief was repaid.”

Accra. There were just four people on the payroll – Henri, his
personal secretary John Essien, a receptionist, and Joshua,

A partner in Antwerp

the driver. Shortly thereafter, this small team was joined by a

Of course, before Wienco could begin importing goods, it

cleaner and a second driver, Joshua’s brother Boateng.

had to buy them somewhere. Wienco Ghana was, from the
start and up until 1992, complemented by Wienco Bvba., a

There was one additional member of the company, Mr. E.R.

Belgian company incorporated in Antwerp. At the head

Ofori, who had recently retired from the banking industry.

of this company was Henk van Gastel, who had met Henri

Mr. Ofori, who held the title of Chairman of Wienco for 30

Wientjes in Ghana in the early 1970s. “It was at Asutsuare

years, explains that his involvement in the company was in

near Akosombo, at the sugar estate. I was working in the

fact based on his relationship of trust with Henri. “I met Henri

sugar industry at the time, and Henri was working with one

when I was still a banker, and we had collaborated on a pro-

of our suppliers of agricultural inputs. We became friends
over the next few years, and we remained in touch when I
returned to Europe, to set up a company called INVECO Bvba.

“Doing business here is not like doing
business in the West. You must be
prepared for things to take longer.”
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“The first time I drove to Tamale for Wienco was

many things, I might have to go to Tamale, or the

and I’ve supervised loading and unloading at the

When Henri decided to launch Wienco in 1979, he contacted

in 1981, after the rains. It wasn’t a bad trip, prob-

Western Region, or to the VREL banana plantations,

port in Tema and whatnot. I’ve learned a lot, talk-

me and we became partners. I took care of the buying and

ably about seven and a half hours. It’s worse

or to Dunkwa to the Cocoa Abrabopa Association

ing to agronomists and farmers and others. When

shipping, and Henri was responsible for the selling strategy

now, but that’s because they’re fixing the roads.

offices.”

I retire, I’d like to use what I’ve learned to start a

in Ghana. Of course, as with any business, it was difficult in

And in those days, there was less traffic. Things

the beginning.”

have certainly changed, but sometimes, to get

“I don’t really have a simple job description. Over

benefit from my time with so many agronomists!

better, things have to go through a difficult peri-

the years, I’ve done more than just driving. I’ve

In Ghana, we say that we stand tall, which means

od first. Today, because Wienco is involved in so

cleared containers at the port in Lomé in Togo,

we’re not afraid of hard work.”

cocoa farm. I’d do it the right way, and get the full
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As the economy opens
During the early 80s, the Ghanaian economy was largely under

al wealth, and when gold-mining companies needed cement

public control, with the government setting retail prices for

for surface mining in the Ashanti region, Wienco imported

most commodities, and distributing much of the agricultural

clinker, and milled it into cement, ready for distribution.

inputs being imported. As a result, the majority of Wienco’s
business came through government tenders. During this

Within the company, important changes were taking place as

period, Henri was also active in Nigeria and Togo, while John

well: in 1997, Ed Lazet joined Wienco, assuming responsibility

Essien conducted the day-to-day business in Accra. This

for the Financial Department. “Of course,” says Ed, “you have

meant a great deal of work for the company’s two drivers,

to remember that at that time, there were only about ten of us

who sometimes took turns completing the 400km round trip

in total working here. Over the years, I’ve seen the company

from Accra to Lomé, bringing Mr Essien to Lomé, or carry-

grow and grow.” Ed came to Wienco after his early retirement

ing documents or samples and returning with instructions

from a banking post in the Netherlands. “I met Henri Wientjes

and letters. Gradually, as the brothers travelled up and down

through the bank where I worked – I was his account manag-

the curving Ghanaian coast over the years, Ghana’s economy

er. It turned out we had a lot in common, mostly importantly

began to undergo some liberalization and, in time, Wienco’s

Ghana. I’d gone to Ghana in 1974, the same year that he had

founder found himself spending all of his time in Ghana once

first been there, and I knew the country very well. In fact, my

more.

Gold and Cocoa
Greater liberalisation called for private enterprise to help
meet Ghana’s growing demands. The company began importing other commodities, including essentials such as food
items and soap and relative luxuries such as Heineken beer.
In fact, during the 1990s, Wienco imported nearly everything
imaginable – from mackerel and irrigation equipment from
the Netherlands to railway equipment and other machinery
financed by aid money from Japan and other sources. These
deals were important, but the heart of Wienco’s business at
the time mirrored the twin cores of the Ghanaian economy:
mining and agriculture. Ghana is richly endowed with miner-

Wienco imported clinker, and milled it
into cement, ready for distribution.
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wife Mary is Ghanaian, and we had a house there in Tema that

same period, we provided warehousing for cotton grown in

we visited whenever we could. So, when I had an opportunity

Mali and Burkina Faso. Normally, it would have been shipped

for early retirement, Henri asked me if I’d like to come work

from the port of Abidjan in Ivory Coast. But when war broke

for Wienco. Of course, my colleagues at the bank thought I

out there, exporters used the Ghanaian port of Tema instead.

was crazy, to start all over again, and in such a different field!”

It was further away, but it was safe. And there, they could

Nonetheless, Ed accepted the offer,moved to Ghana and took

use our warehouses. Unfortunately, cotton in Ghana is no

up the position of Financial Administrative Director. “It took

longer such a success story. As domestic supply dropped, we

me at least a year to settle in, to learn how business is done

imported cotton to keep the mills open. They are now closed,

here, and to implement the changes that I needed to make.

but we know cotton could be big here again.”

But if you ask me now, and even if you’d asked me then, my
second career has definitely been the one I love most.”

While cotton warehousing and cement imports brought Wienco
essential capital, the heart of the company remained firmly

Meanwhile, Wienco continued its primary focus on importing

agricultural. The company continued introducing new inputs to

fertilizers and other agricultural inputs, particularly those

Ghana, but before they could be sold here, they needed official

supporting the cocoa crop, Ghana’s famous ‘black gold’. In a

approval. Dr Owusu Manu, now Managing Director of his own

watershed moment in 1995, Wienco introduced Asaase Wura,

agricultural consultancy, regularly worked with Wienco, inves-

a fertilizer especially blended for cocoa.

tigating the best ways of applying these inputs in the Ghanaian
context. “I was a research scientist with CRIG, the Cocoa

Cotton comes to Tema

Research Institute of Ghana. We had our own research gardens

Another pillar of Wienco’s business at this time was cotton.

here in Tafo, and would run experiments on correct concentra-

Mark Kok, Managing Director of Wienco explains: “Cotton

tions and spraying regimens. When I first started, I was the only

used to be big business in Ghana. And Wienco would supply

Ghanaian at the Institute. Now, of course, even the director is

inputs to the cotton buying companies, who then distributed

Ghanaian, trained in Ghana. We’ve seen plenty of changes here.”

The cotton warehousing
and cement imports brought
Wienco essential capital.

it to the outgrowers, the farmers. When cash was not readily available, they would pay us in unprocessed ‘seed’ cotton.

Farmers at the forefront

This we would sell on to the Ghanaian textile mills. During the

As the 20th century came to a close, Wienco was piloting new
farming methods and new crops, presenting Ghana with new
export and domestic market opportunities. In collaborative

Wienco continued its primary focus

efforts, it was exploring Fairtrade™ banana farming with

on importing fertilizers and other
agricultural inputs.
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Wienco Timeline
1979	

1985-1986

2004

2007

Wienco is founded as a

The Government of Ghana

MPP Government wins

Wienco teams up with FORM

re-election

International and Penta

Ghanaian-Dutch joint ven-

1982-1986

negociates World Bank and

ture by E. R. Ofori and Henri

Two World Bank financed

IMF assistance.

Wientjes for the importation

agriculture development

and distribution of agricul-

projects are established: the

tural inputs.

Limited to establish FORM

2005

Ghana and launch its agro

1985–1990

The Cocoa Abrabopa

forestry plantation.

Upper Region Agriculture

The economy is still largely

Association is established as

Development Project

government-controlled, as a

a legal entity, following five

Wienco’s fertilizer business

1981

Famers’ Services Company

result of which the majority

years of trials.

is sold to Yara, a leading agri-

Coup d’État on December 31st.

(URADEP/FASCOM) and the

of Wienco’s activities derive

Volta Region Agriculture

from government tenders.

1982

Development Project

Most of the business relates

1992

2001

of the Environmental Film

2008

2009

The PNDC government

Farmers’ Services Company

to agricultural inputs, espe-

A new democratic constitu-

The Integrated Tamale Fruit

Festival Accra.

The maize project Masara

Wienco acquires new land

established.

(VORADEP/FASCOM).

cially fertilizer.

tion is passed by the PNDC

Company, a business that

The Industrial Maize Project

N’Arziki is launched.

nearer to the port of Tema for

cultural minerals supplier.
Wienco starts its sponsorship

and multiparty elections are

1996

grows organic mangoes, is

(IMP) begins. It will later be

established by Wienco.

launched as Masara N’Arziki.

1981–1985

1983

Wienco establishes its first

held for the first time since

NDC party wins the national

Wienco establishes commer-

A major drought hits Ghana,

commercial contact with the

1979. The elections are won

elections.

cial ventures in Nigeria and

damaging its agricultural

Ghana Oil Palm Development

by the NDC.

Togo.

sector. Wildfires consume

Company (GOPDC).

a new and significantly larger
Wienco assumes full spon-

warehouse.

sorship of the Feyenoord

2001-2002

2006

Football Academy.

1992-93

Wienco begins sponsoring

First Cocoa Abrabopa

The Cocoa Abrabopa

2010
Wienco officially opens

nearly all of Ghana’s cocoa

Overseas development aid,

Wienco begins support-

Real Tamale United Football

Association initiatives

Association reaches 16,000

During the Africa Cup 2008,

its new energy-efficient,

trees.

including from Japan and the

ing Volta River Estates Ltd.

Club.

established.

members

Wienco takes 16,000 farmers

sustainable headquarters

Netherlands, starts to play a

(VREL), the first banana plan-

to watch football games at all

building.

1.5 million Ghanaians are

significant role in the 1990s,

tation in the Max Havelaar

1997

2002

expelled from Nigeria and

helping the Ghanaian govern-

fair-trade program. Today,

Wienco continues to support

War breaks out in Ivory Coast,

returned to Ghana.

ment to provide subsidized

it is still the only fair-trade

the production in Ghana of

preventing cotton export-

NDC party wins the general

World Cup matches in South

agricultural inputs. Wienco

banana plantation in Africa.

cotton for export and of cot-

ers in Mali and Burkina Faso

election.

Africa.

ton lint for sale to local tex-

from exporting through

tile companies.

Abidjan (Ivory Coast). Wienco

ITFC begins commercializing

2011

assists with warehousing

bee-keeping in the North.

Wienco celebrates 30 years

competes to access these
financing initiatives.

1995
Wienco takes the first sam-

The government begins to lib-

ples of Asaase Wura to the

Wienco establishes Wienco

eralize the economy.

Cocoa Research Institute

Fibers Ltd., which uses coco-

of Ghana for trials. Asaase

1990

venues across Ghana.
Wienco takes farmers to

facilities in Tema, Ghana.

of “Growing with Ghana”.

nut husks to manufacture fib-

A major storm hits the Volta

The Cocoa Abrabopa

ers and substrates.

region, destroying 80% of the

Association reaches 24,000

VREL plantation. Replanting

members.

The privatization of agricul-

Ghana begins surface min-

Wura is a fertilizer, jointly

tural inputs in Ghana takes

ing for gold, which increases

developed with Norsk Hydro

place, involving around 14

demand for cement. Wienco

(now called Yara), especially

2000

companies. Wienco begins

begins importing clinker for

blended for cocoa.

MPP party wins the elections.

financing its own fertilizer

sale to mining companies.

begins immediately.
Masara N’Arziki reaches
4,000 members.

importation transactions.

1979 -

-1983

-1990

- 1993
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- 2007

- 2011

John Essien,

Personal Secretary to Mr Wientjes

Almost all of Ghana’s crops

With Wienco since 1980

less than five hectares.

are grown on family farms of

“I’ve been here right from the start. I’d been with

heart and body of the company – that is farming –

proud of Wienco that I came back out of retirement

Volta River Estates Ltd (VREL), organic mango growing with

Mr. Wientjes at his previous company, and when

could continue. In the end, the fertilizer part of the

to continue working here. Mr. Wientjes asked me

the Integrated Tamale Fruits Company (ITFC), and rainforest

he left to start Wienco, he asked me to join him.

business became so successful that we decided to

to continue to help out, and I couldn’t say no. He’s

conservation methods with both FORM Ghana, a sustain-

We have imported all sorts to Ghana. We began by

sell it to Yara so we could continue our focus on

helped me a lot, just as I hope I’ve helped him. And

able teak timber forestry project, and the Ghana Oil Palm

importing fertilizers and other agricultural inputs.

the other businesses.”

most importantly, here I’ve been able to build a

Development Company Ltd (GOPDC).

Later, we made cement and brought locomotives.

good name for myself. And a good name is worth

These weren’t the main parts of our business, we

“After all these years, I remain very proud to be

took these opportunities did it to make sure the

part of such a dynamic company. In fact, I’m so

Access to trading and credit

more than riches.”

However, no one at the company was losing sight of the fact that
most farming in Ghana is still deeply traditional, with almost
all of Ghana’s crops being grown on family farms of less than 5
hectares “This is the challenge. Modern farming is a science,”
says Henri. “It’s a science and a business. And to be successful, you need two things: you need knowledge and you need
capital. But for farmers in Ghana, accessing these two things
is the biggest hurdle to higher productivity and prosperity.”
To address this, Wienco has set up two farmers’ associations:
the Cocoa Abrabopa Association, for cocoa farmers, and
Masara N’Arziki, for maize farmers in the North. By providing members with access to micro-credit, these associations
are helping famers to raise and stabilise their incomes, and
helping to give Ghana’s agricultural economy greater stability and greater sustainability. So far, these associations have
been highly successful, increasing both agricultural yields
and farming incomes for their members. What’s more, the
inter-reliance fostered by these associations strengthens the
social bonds that keep rural communities healthy and stable.
“This is a perfect example of a sustainable business model,”
says Henri. “Communities can grow, customers’ businesses can grow, our business can grow, and the economy as a
whole can grow – without damaging nature or the planet. In
short, this is what we mean by ‘Growing with Ghana’.”
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Three arrows show the way
Wienco has seen plenty of change over its thirty years – in

know, like the potato stamps you made in school. So what

In 2010, Wienco – and its logo – officially turned 30. To cel-

spectacular evening of lasers, fireworks and live music. The

the company, in Ghana, and in Africa. But many things have

I wanted here was something that would identify the com-

ebrate, the company arranged a whole host of jubilee activi-

building itself, with its asymmetric lines sketched out in

stayed the same: not least the ability of Ghanaians to “stand

pany, say what it did and how it did it. For the first part of that

ties. Among other initiatives, the company took 80 farmers

stone, wood, glass and steel provided a dramatic backdrop

tall” and Wienco’s philosophy of doing business sustainably.

task, I knew I wanted a W in the design, and that came out of

to South Africa to support the Ghana Black Stars in the 2010

for the festivities. But the new office building is more than

The company logo expresses this idea very succinctly. Paul

the arrows, which were also there to show the movement of

World Cup; it arranged for events such as a day’s outing on

just a beautiful structure. In a testament to Wienco’s envi-

Baars, the Amsterdam designer responsible for the iconic

the imports taking place. But at the same time, these arrows

the banks of the Volta for the residents of an Accra orphan-

ronmental commitments, all of the building materials come

Wienco logo, explains what he was asked to do. “This was a

also suggest a cycle, a sustainable approach that mirrors the

age; and it planted thousands of trees in support of Ghana’s

from local, sustainable sources. What’s more, the office

brand new company, and so we had come up with everything,

cycles of nature, a coming and going of things in a natural

national reforestation drive.

spaces and meeting rooms are built around two atriums,

from letterheads to the layouts for the bags that would hold

way.” Although Paul has travelled extensively, he has not yet

the fertilizer. But first we had to find one strong image. For

made the trip to Ghana. “I’d like to get there. I’m very proud

The big birthday party took place on April 22, 2010, when

each and every employee why Wienco is here: because of

me, the best logos have always been the ones that can be

that, even after all these years, my design is still part of the

Wienco opened the doors of its brand new HQ in Accra for

Ghana’s farmers.

used for everything because they’re clear and simple – you

everyday life of most of Ghana’s farmers.”

the very first time, welcoming over 200 invited guests to a

18

each with its own cocoa tree and banana plants, to remind
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Join the journey

BUKINA FASO

This book, which looks back through the company’s his-

Tumu

tory, is another birthday present. It will take you on a

Bolgatanga

seven-day journey around Ghana, stopping at the port in
Tema where Wienco unloads and warehouses its inputs,
the Cocoa Abrabopa Association General Meeting in

Wa

Obuasi, the VREL banana plantations and the pineap-

Mole NP

ple fields, the ITFC and Masara N’Arziki facilities as
well as the school programmes in the Tamale area, and

Kunfasi

at a number of other interesting places along the way.
We will be talking with people at Wienco, with retailers

Tamale

Bole

who distribute Wienco inputs and with farmers who use

Bimbilla

them. We will also meet teachers, villagers and football-

TOGO

ers, and visit river basins, rainforest and grasslands as
we get to know Ghana a little better. And by the end of
your trip, you will see how sustainable farming is sustainable business. “Good farmers understand that they

IVORY
COAST

have to give back to the land if they want the land to give
crops next year,” says Henri. “In the same way, Ghana
gives to Wienco, and Wienco is giving back.”
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Located on the Bight of Benin in West Africa, Ghana is
roughly the size of Britain. Its population of approximately 23 million people is engaged largely in agriculture, although mining is also important to the economy.
Most Ghanaians are Christian, but a sizeable percentage
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Elubo

of the country, particularly in the North, is Muslim. Over
the years, Wienco’s operations have spread to include
most areas of the country, including the Low and High
Plains, the Ashanti Uplands and the River Basin.
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Farming begins with fertilizer
“When we started, there were just five of us. Now, our fertilizer business has grown so big that we have given

of the dark cargo hold into the bright sunlight. Their journey

it to Yara so that they can keep growing it. I am happy that we came so far – and I am proud to still be part of it.”

is our journey, and so we scramble to follow the cargo as the

– Mr John Essien, Personal Secretary to Henri Wientjes

pallets are transferred into the waiting Wienco trucks.

The business of Ghana is tied to the soil. From the ground come

Takoradi or Tema. We have come to the port of Tema, 25 kilo-

The trucks head off from the docks. As we leave the busy

the nation’s two leading exports, gold and cocoa, along with

metres east of the city of Accra, the capital of Ghana. Since the

town behind us, the road is lined with small stalls – some

traditional food crops, such as plantain, rice, yams and maize,

construction of its harbour in the late 1950s, Tema has been

selling bicycle parts or hammers, soap sachets or soft

and new crops such as mangoes and bananas. Across the

transformed from a quiet palm-shaded fishing village into the

drinks. Towering over the landscape looms the largest of

whole of the country, Ghanaians earn their living from the land.

nation’s leading port and an important industrial centre. We

these structures – a linked series of enormous concrete silos

The sea plays its role, too. Nearly everything that is brought

are watching the beginning of a journey: pallets of agricultur-

designed for storing dried cocoa beans. Yet this soaring for-

in or taken away from Ghana moves through the ports of

al inputs, boxed and wrapped in plastic, are being brought out

tress of commerce has stood empty for decades: today, modern silos closer to the harbour serve this function instead.

A new cotton road

This is the site of the first Wienco

Beyond the unused silos stands another warehouse or, more

After a while here, we move on together with Edwige, along

precisely, a compound with a rutted yard divided by concrete

a dirt road, past air-conditioned banks next to open-air

walls, where in earlier decades the trucks would have pulled

workshops. A few kilometres down the road, we pull up in

in and out all day. This is the site of the first Wienco warehouse,

front of four massive buildings, each proclaiming its name

which went into operation nearly thirty years ago. This morn-

from the meters-wide signs above their doors: Amsterdam,

ing, we watch brightly-coloured lizards climb the walls and

Paris, Rotterdam and Medan. The names are important:

furtively disappear onto the last remaining roof. The decay and

Amsterdam, for the city where Henri was born; Medan, for

the chained front gate all underline why we are here: to trace

the birthplace of his wife Winnie; Rotterdam, for the home

the steps of history and see where Wienco began. With us

of the first bank to support Wienco; and Paris, for the city

stands Edwige Dessein, Wienco’s Office Manager, who clearly

where the cotton company CFDT was headquartered. These

remembers the hustle and bustle of her days here. “We would

are the Wienco warehouses, acquired as the company as

unload tens of thousands of tons of fertilizer in one shipment.

the company grew in the early 90s. From the outside, they

You only have a limited period to unload a ship, so we always

look like airplane hangars; on the inside, they are, if anything,

had to work fast. When there was a ship, we would sometimes

even more impressive. They are so large that everything, the

work day and night all weekend long to make sure everything

stacks of fertilizer bags, the forklifts and the people driving

was unloaded and bagged. It was exciting – I miss it!”

them all look small.

warehouse, which went into operation
nearly thirty years ago.
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For both Wienco and Ghana, Asaase Wura has been
one of the most important modern fertilizers.
In the last warehouse, Medan, there are no bags, but the gust

in the early 1990s, soil scientists realized that nitrogen can

from the opening doors stirs and lifts grimy tufts of white

depress cocoa yields. This formed the scientific basis for

seed cotton. Watching the ghostly motes, Edwige explains

Asaase Wura. It contains no nitrogen, and today’s formula is

that Wienco used to keep its own cotton here toward the end

fortified with the additional micronutrients that cocoa needs.”

“We rotate the stock on a first-in
first-out basis, and when we know
we need to fill a truck, I can get a

of the 1990s, for sale to Ghana’s cotton mills. “Then there was
the civil war in Ivory Coast, which closed the port of Abidjan

For both Wienco and Ghana, Asaase Wura has been one of

for the cotton exporters. Ghana provided a new export route

the most important modern fertilizers. The name means

to cotton producers in Mali and Burkina Faso. Some export-

“ruler of the land” in Akan, the language that serves along-

ers stored their cotton here with Wienco.”

team here within half an hour.”

side English as a lingua franca in Ghana. Wienco submitted
the fertilizer to the Cocoa Research Board of Ghana (CRIG)

Today, however, there isn’t very much cotton here anymore.

for approval in 1995. The company also set up pilot farms to

And the only fertilizer that comes to any of the four giant

prove and demonstrate the effectiveness of this new product.

hangars these days are occasional consignments of Asaase

After five years of field trials, Asaase Wura was approved for

Wura. In the Amsterdam building, the green and white bags
are stacked high above our heads. A team of around 20 young

use here and it became the first crop-specific fertilizer for

From Wienco to Yara

men heft the 50kg bags onto their heads and carry them to

cocoa to be sold in Ghana.

Edwige is ready to take us to our next destination in Tema
– the Saltpond complex, Yara’s primary fertilizer facility in

the waiting truck.
In front of the four warehouses stands a fifth building

Ghana. Edwige knows the way very well because for years

The ruler of the land

that does not yet bear a name of its own. Ibrahim Abdulai,

Saltpond was a Wienco site. In fact, they were involved in its

“Yara may have been distributing Asaase Wura for over three

Warehouse Manager, unlocks the massive doors and guides

construction. It was only in 2007 that it was transferred to

years now, but farmers still associate it with Wienco.” Earlier

us in. This new warehouse holds the non-fertilizer inputs

Yara ownership, together with Wienco’s entire fertilizer busi-

in the day, we had been welcomed by Dr Stephen Twumasi

that Wienco distributes, including agricultural inputs such

ness. Yara is better able to secure the financing to accommo-

Ampofo, visiting Accra from his base in the Central Region,

as Confidor 200SL and other insecticides, as well as Ridomil

date the enormous scale of distribution needed as more and

where he works for the cocoa farmers’ association called the

Gold Plus and other fungicides. Ibrahim walks us through a

more of Ghana’s agricultural sector succeeds in modernizing.

Cocoa Abrabopa Association. Over a cup of instant coffee, Dr

maze-like arrangement of boxes, explaining how his system

Ampofo told us the story of this revolutionary cocoa fertilizer.

works. “We rotate the stock on a first-in first-out basis, and

The Saltpond complex is ringed by a high white wall, with its

“I started in the cocoa business when practically no-one was

when we know we need to fill a truck, I can get a team here

name spelt out in four-foot-high blue lettering. A uniformed

using fertilizer with cocoa. The fertilizer we all used then was

within half an hour. The boys load it up and then move on to

guard peers in at us through the passenger window before

a general Nitrogen-Phosphorous-Potassium formula. Then

the next warehouse that needs them.”

waving us through. As soon as we clear the gates, we park

The name Asaase Wura
means “ruler of the land.”
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“Each of the ingredients for our
fertilizer is imported in bulk and
brought here.”

William Kotey,

Marketing Manager Wienco

With Wienco since xxxx
Asaase Wura has been Wienco’s flagship prod-

by that logo.” During those same 25 years, Wienco

harum, que nit omnis nimi, incienim eum excear-

uct in Ghana since its commercial introduction

has also built up a portfolio of other inputs from

um conseque cuptatusciatqui dolest qui apit et,

in 2000. It was developed by Yara, the same com-

other manufacturers. “For example, for cocoa, we

odistia a consequ undesequi dolorestibus es et

pany that has now taken over Wienco’s fertilizer

have been importing one fungicide called Nordox

aut verum dolest eum, consedis am, eum, con-

business in Ghana. “We have been Yara’s agents

for almost 25 years. In 2000, we started with a

sedis am, ut escipsamus dunt, to commolluptatur

in Ghana for 25 years. Back then, Yara was still

cocoa insecticide called Confidor. And in 2001, we

adio optate latium eatinim olupder ut escipsamus

called Norsk Hydro, and we imported based on

began importing Ridomil Gold, another fungicide

dunt, to commolluptatur adio optate latium eatinim olupderatum harum,

our vehicles in a concrete courtyard ringed with cavernous

amounts of each compound are added together and spun

government tenders. After privatization started

for cocoa. In 2002, we started importing hand-

sheds. A frontloader speeds by in a cloud of dust and pulls

in what looks much like a cement mixer. The mixture is

in around 1990, the market started to open and

spraying machines called Matabi, for applying

into the hangar behind us. In the gloom sits a collapsing heap

dropped onto conveyor belts that carry the fertilizer back into

it gradually became private individuals doing

fungicides and pesticides. And through the years,

que nit omnabore ribusciatqui dolest qui apit et,

of what, on closer inspection, turns out to be tiny orange

the courtyard and up to the high bagging hopper. A 50kg dose

their own distribution and importation. We still

Wienco has introduced always the least harmful

odistia a consequ undesequi dolorestibus es et

crystals. “It’s calcium nitrate,” says Peter Kwame Adjaho,

of fertilizer drops into each bag, which is then weighed once

imported for the government and also built up our

inputs – to bring maximum benefit for farmers

aut verum dolest eum, consedis am, eum, cona-

Yara’s Head of Logistics. “Each of the ingredients for our fer-

more, stitched shut and loaded straight onto an idling truck.

importation business and established a network

and minimum harm to the environment and to the

consequ undesequi dolorestibus es et aut verum

tilizer is imported in bulk and brought here. This is where

Edwige watches as the bags drop into place. This bagging

of around 50 key wholesalers, spread all over the

farmer.

s dunt, to commolluptatto commolluptaur adio

we mix it, weigh it and bag it.” Peter points out the different

hopper, she says, is like one that Wienco used to use at the

country. They had their own networks of smaller

hangars surrounding the compound. “In each of the build-

docks in Tema. “We were the first ones in Ghana to bag our

shops – I’m sure you’ve seen them by the road –

XXX FAKE TXT Otae es untis sit aut eatet plabore

sequ undesequi dolorestibus es et aut verum

ings, there are heaped-up fertilizer elements. When blended

products on the docks,” she said, “straight out of the boat.”

where farmers could go to buy a few bags of fer-

ribusciatqui dolest qui apit et, odistia a consequ

dolest eum, consedis am, eum, consedis am, ut

tilizer. Since 2007, Wienco has had almost nothing

undesequi dolorestibus es et aut verum dolest

escipsamus dunt, to commolluptatur adio optate

Her voice is lost in the roar of the mixer, the hum of the belt,

to do with fertilizer – all of that is now with Yara

eum, consedis am, eum, consedis am, ut escipsa-

latium eatinim olupder ut escipsamus dunt, to

the staccato rhythm of the sewing machine and the babble

– but we still work together with them very closely.

mus dunt, to commolluptatur adio optate latium

commolluptatur adio optate latium eatinim olup-

The Saltpond complex consists of twelve buildings. In build-

of laughter and conversation from the workers on the pro-

For example, Wienco logos appear on the Yara

eatinim olupder ut escipsamus dunt, to commol-

deratum harum, que nit omnis nimi, incienim eum

ing 6, formula blending is taking place right now. Precise

duction line. This only ceases when the truck is full. It’s this

bags because the farmers recognize the product

luptatur adio optate latium eatinim olupderatum

excearumtate ne FAKE TXT

together in the proper proportions, these elements become
specific fertilizers formulas.”
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optate latium eatinim olupderatum odistia a con-
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Asaase Wura was first introduced in 2000. Then, it was called
Oye Asaase Yie – which means “Make the soil fertile.”
sudden cessation of sound that wakes the driver of the truck.

Region. Our customers are farmers, but also NGOs – such as

Before we leave Ernest’s office, he spends some time point-

He climbs down, checks his cargo, shakes hands and disap-

Care International. Large commercial farms also buy from us.”

ing out to us the different Wienco products he has in stock.
Outside, a large flat-bed truck rumbles past. A few large

pears back into the cab of the truck. His radio bursts to life
“We are the main distributor here for Asaase Wura – we sell

green and white bags are slumped in one corner. We can’t

it to the farmers. I remember when this product was first

see what’s in them, but as the truck drives off, we can’t help

Make the soil fertile

introduced commercially in 2000. Then, it was called Oye

thinking of all green and white bags of Asaase Wura back in

The truck climbs painfully out of Accra. For relief from the

Asaase Yie – which means ‘Make the soil fertile’. When I first

the Amsterdam building in Tema. For Wienco, and for farm-

snaking queues of belching traffic, there is at every inter-

read about it, I went to the Cocoa Research Institute of Ghana

ers in Ghana, the journey continues.

section a crowd of entrepreneurs ready to sell you a soda,

in Tafo to see the trial crops for myself. I used it on my own

a boiled egg, or a fried pastry. Our truck heads out of the

crops, and my yields saw a big leap. It was very exciting.”

– it’s a Ghanaian gospel song.

city into the hills. Ageing palm oil plantations with abandoned
fern-clad trees sit next to thriving cocoa trees. We are heading for Kumasi, simultaneously Ghana’s second city, its goldErnest Appiah, Managing Director, Enepa Agro Chemicals
mining capital, and the cultural capital of the kingdom of
Ashanti. The roads leading there have taken a beating from
the heavy haulage vehicles and the pounding rains that sluice
down these slopes. Grinding through the gears, our truck
finally brings us to our destination.
We have stopped on the edge of a raised road. Below us,
on the far side of the drainage ditch, stands a row of modest buildings. The middle one is Enepa Agro Chemicals, a
licensed Wienco distributor. The door opens and Ernest
Appiah, Managing Director of Enepa, welcomes us into the
air-conditioned interior. Laughing, he squeezes yet another
chair into his small office and asks us all to please take a
seat. “Enepa has 17 outlets, mainly in Ghana’s Western
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“Once farmers
make money,
then so do we.”

Mark Kok,

Managing Director of Wienco
With Wienco since 1998
Mark came to Ghana in 1995, right after graduat-

would look at and know that we did it! In 2000, I

one, including Wienco, and more money for the

ing. Back then, he was driving a fork-lift truck in

came back to Accra to focus on the main business

economy and for communities. I’m talking about

Deventer, the Netherlands, when he met the man-

of Wienco – fertilizer. This was the beginning of

the Cocoa Abrabopa Association and our other

ager of one of Wienco’s sister companies, banana

the boom years.”

farmers’ association – Mazara N’Arziki, for maize

producer VREL. “Huub and I got to talking. He said

30

farmers in the North. With these associations,

he was looking for a right-hand man – in Ghana.

“We still earn revenues from fertilizer. But as a

we are supporting the growth of the agricultural

I had trained in tropical agriculture, so it was a

proportion of our turnover, it is of course, much

sector in Ghana, and we are helping it to become

pretty attractive idea. Two months later, I wake

smaller. We do handle some fertilizers, but we

sustainable. Once farmers make money, then so

up in Akosombo, in a banana plantation and I think

buy it straight from Yara and sell it directly and

do we.”

‘this is manageable’! By 1998, I was working for

only to a few specific customers. Today, our strat-

XXX FAKE TXT Otae es untis sit aut eatet plabore

Wienco. At this point, fertilizers were number one

egy is to focus on growing our present market –

ribusciatqui dole harum, que nit omnis nimi,

for the company and I was up in the North of Ghana,

and that means helping farmers to become cus-

incienim eum excear st qui apit et, odistia a con-

in Tamale. I was setting up our mango farm – the

tomers in the first place! Over the years, we have

sequ harum, que nit omnis nimi, incienim eum

Integrated Tamale Fruit Company – at the same

developed the right model for making agriculture

exceareum exc harum, que nit omnis nimi, incien-

time as managing the Wienco office for the North.

work for the whole chain. By investing in farmers

im eum excear ear o optate latium eatinim olup-

I was visiting distributors, talking with the chiefs,

– providing them with extension advice and credit

deratum harum, que nit omnis nimi, incienim eum

running trials and demonstration plots. It was a

so that they can invest in their own businesses

excearum conseque cuptatusciatqui dolest qui

very busy time – we were building something per-

and basically get higher yields – our model pro-

apit et, odistia a consequ undesequi dolorestibus

manent, something that, even years later, people

vides sustainable, long-term business for every-

es et XXX FAKE TXT
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FACTS AND
FIGURES
MONDAY
•

 he first Wienco warehouses at Tema could hold 15k tonnes of fertilizer. Today, the four
T
Wienco warehouses at the former Leventis site have a combined capacity of 20k sq.m. and
the proposed warehouses will increase that figure to XXX.

•

 t the height of its fertilizer business, Wienco would import an entire shipload – equal to
A
15k-20k metric tonnes – of fertilizer at a time.

•

More than half of all Ghana farmers use one or more Wienco products.

•

 he average farmer in Ghana uses only 2kg of fertilizer per acre. The average across the
T
continent of Africa is 5kg per acre. In the Netherlands, by contrast, the average farmer
uses 450 kg per acre.

•

Yara estimates that only 7% of the land planted for cocoa is being fertilised regularly.

•

 he cocoa fertilizer Asaase Wura went through five years of trials before it was approved
T
for general use. Today, more than XXX tonnes of Asaase Wura are sold in Ghana each year.

•

 verage yield per acre can be increased by between 100-500% by the combination of
A
correct agricultural practices and the proper use of fertilizer.

•

There are approximately 3,300 kilometres of paved roads in Ghana.

•

 here are nearly 1 million private vehicles in Ghana, and car imports increase by
T
approximately 10% per annum.

•

It takes approximately 30 minutes to travel one kilometre during rush hour in Accra.

•

In the 1990s, many of Wienco’s successful tenders were financed with development aid

•

 ach of Wienco’s new products must be approved by the Environmental Protection Agency
E
and either the Cocoa Research Institute of Ghana or the Crop Research Institute.
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Most of Ghana’s imports and exports arrive or leave
the country by ship.
33
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The port of Tema, 25 kilometers from Accra, is
Ghana’s leading point of entry for imports.
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For cocoa fertilizer, the formula is: [Here we will have

Phosphates, nitrates and potassium are combined on

the formulas for fertilizer for cocoa and other crops]

the spot in industrial-scale mixers
40
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At the Yara Saltpond complex in Tema, workers bag
and load fertilizer for distribution.
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Tuesday

Enabling cocoa farmers to become
business people
Much of Ghana’s infrastructure, both public and private,
still needs investment to tip the balance in its favour.
44
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There’s a phrase you often hear in West Africa:

Enabling cocoa farmers to become
business people

“Ghana is cocoa, and cocoa is Ghana.”

In the Len Clay Football Stadium in Obuasi, music is booming out of a dozen speakers. The sound is loud and festive.

From its earliest days, Wienco has worked hard to help cocoa

hand. And because the whole group is responsible for repaying

Billowing white canopies surround the manicured football pitch, and underneath them, thousands of people are sit-

keep its crown. As science has advanced, the company has

the loan, members look out for one another if things should go

ting on long rows of folding chairs. Outside, enormous lines of farmers snake far across the parking lot, and yet still

introduced many specially formulated cocoa inputs to Ghana.

wrong, keeping the overall default rate extremely low.

more arrive. They have come here in buses, minivans, open-bed trucks, some travelling since daybreak, all for one

Its support for farmer training and responsible, sustainable

purpose: taking part in the 2nd Annual General Meeting of the farmers’ association to which they belong. They are

farming techniques came as a natural outgrowth of its busi-

For most CAA members, it is the elements of extension advice

all wearing the same yellow shirts and caps, and on each you can read the same words: Cocoa Abrabopa.

ness interests. After all, what was good for the farmer and

and credit that make the difference. However, the farmer also

the land was good for Wienco. In the 1990s, Wienco pioneered

needs to change before his or her farm can become profitable.

They mean “cocoa for a better life”, and it’s the name of one

enues. What’s more, it provides livelihoods for hundreds of

outreach programmes, training cocoa farmers in how to use

Dr. Stephen Twumasi Ampofo, Chief Extension Officer for the

of the biggest farmers’ associations in Ghana. To understand

thousands of Ghanaians. There’s a phrase you often hear in

the modern inputs it was selling – so that they could realise

CAA, explains: “Cocoa farmers didn’t use any fertilizer at all

its significance, it’s important to understand the significance

West Africa: “Ghana is cocoa, and cocoa is Ghana.” Inside the

the higher yields they bring. Professionalized cocoa farmers

before the 1990s. And it has been difficult to change their hab-

of cocoa in Ghana. The country’s leading commercial crop,

country itself, Ghanaians put it even more concisely: “Cocoa

are both better customers and more prosperous community

its. So, when Wienco introduced Asaase Wura, the cocoa fer-

cocoa accounts for nearly half of the national export rev-

is King”.

members. After 2000, Wienco set out to create an initiative

tilizer, in 2001, the company also set up pilot farms to demon-

that would simultaneously flatten the two major hurdles to

strate the effectiveness of this new product – so that farmers

farmers achieving commercial success – lack of investment

could see for themselves what it could do! But we were always

capital and lack of training – while at the same time draw-

fighting the perception that cocoa farming is a part-time activ-

ing them together in cooperative responsibility. The initiative

ity – a way of life rather than a business. And this mindset is

became the Cocoa Abrabopa Association.

what we’ve been changing at the Cocoa Abrabopa Association.
Now they are learning that every pod is important.”

Farming as a business
Known as CAA for short, the Cocoa Abrabopa Association

At its launch in 2005, the CAA had 1,500 participants. In just

provides training in modern farming methods and in basic

five years, the Association has been able to create the for-

business administration. It also supplies members with all

ward momentum, the enthusiasm and commitment that we

their agricultural inputs – fertilizers, fungicides, pesticides

are seeing here today in this crowded stadium, where near-

– without any upfront payment. Farmers are only obliged to

ly 14,000 of the current 17,000 CAA members are present.

begin repaying once they have had the chance to earn money

Today, participants will vote for their regional representatives

from their crops. To become members, farmers must first

who will take their concerns to the CAA management. There

form groups of ten to fifteen individuals and apply for a loan

are members from more than a thousand groups here, all

together. This way, they help one another, working on each oth-

anxious to help the progress they’ve seen to continue. As one

er’s farms in turn so that there are always enough people on

farmer tells us, elections are important, but he’s not really

Inside the country itself, Ghanaians put it even
more concisely: “Cocoa is King.”
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“Cocoa production started in the late 1800s in Ghana,
in the mountains near Accra.”
worried about who wins today – all that scares him is the idea

them to farmers at subsidized rates. For the last two dec-

of having to go back to how it was before the CAA made train-

ades, there has been a move toward greater market freedom

ing and investment capital accessible.

that is continuing today. Today, the Cocoa Board still takes

“My husband was directly
responsible for lifting

responsibility for buying and exporting all of Ghana’s cocoa

How cocoa became king

beans. Farmers take their harvests to local Licensed Buying

To find out about some of that history, we go back to Dr.

Companies, which weigh the bags and pay the farmers a

Ampofo. “Cocoa production started in the late 1800s in

guaranteed minimum price.

cocoa farmers across
Ghana out of poverty.

Ghana, in the mountains near Accra,” he explains, talking to
us now in one of the stadium’s back rooms so that we don’t

A passing farmer greets us, raising both hands to shoul-

need to shout over the roar of the music and the crowd. “The

der-level, palms forwards. Dr Ampofo acknowledges with a

first farms were planted on virgin land, and the yields were

nod and another raised hand. “Farmers like him have more

amazing. If you travel to some of the cocoa towns, you can

control over their destinies than before,” he says. There’s a

still see some old houses, very large, that belonged to cocoa

perfect example of what he means taking place right in front

farmers. That’s how much money was made in farming. By

of us: as we watch, the elections start. Troops of men and

1964, Ghana was the world’s largest cocoa producer.” But

women spill out onto the turf and gather in one human hive.

ed yields for farmers. He helped them to put more money

standards.” UTZ focuses on socially responsible production,

cocoa farming had become harder, partly due to aging trees

Responding to a command over the loudspeaker, the hive

in their pockets so that they could set about improving their

and the Rainforest Alliance aims to conserve global biodiver-

and disease, but also because the farmers did not use fer-

divides, each person running to stand with the others sup-

lives and the communities that they live in. He was so proud

sity. Their certificates command premium prices in mature

tilizer. “When you farm without putting back into the land,

porting their candidate. A headcount is taken, and a new rep-

of their achievements.”

markets. And these premiums are passed onto the farmers

you impoverish it. By the early 1980s, production had dwin-

resentative has been chosen. Again and again, this scene of

dled, and drought and bush fires destroyed many thousands

authentic grass-roots democracy is repeated – right here on

Earlier in the day, we talked to some of these candidates.

CAA’s farmers qualified for these premiums. Just one year

of hectares of trees. It was during the rehabilitation process

the grass.

Enoch Mensah is the Regional Representative for the Central

later, this total is 3,800.

that followed that cocoa scientists became interested in using

Mrs Appiah,
wife of the late Dr Appiah

as bonuses. In its first year of certification, around 600 of

region, where there are more than 500 groups with more

Forest-floor farming

fertilizer for cocoa. At this point, I was working for the Cocoa

Before he leaves us, Dr Ampofo introduces us to a tall lady

petitioning to join every week. And he’s bound to get busier.

Services Division of the government’s Ghana Cocoa Board.”

with a confident smile, standing proudly and dressed in tra-

“Because of the CAA, life in the communities of the Central

In Ghana, cocoa is grown in the high forest zone. In the heart

ditional Ghanaian print. She is Mrs Appiah, wife of the late Dr

Region is improving. The farmers are discovering that a more

of the Central Region, near Twifo Praso in the middle of what

The Cocoa Board was created shortly before Ghana’s inde-

Appiah. “By recommending fertilizer use to cocoa farmers,

professional and scientific approach pays off in higher yields.”

is prime cocoa country, we visit one of these forest farms.

pendence in 1957 to support Ghana’s most important crop.

my husband was directly responsible for lifting cocoa farm-

Standing with him is Justice Amanor, who introduces him-

Turning off the main road running up to Dunkwa-on-Ofin, we

At one time, the government’s Cocoa Board commissioned

ers across Ghana out of poverty. His continued and tireless

self as a Certification Trainer with the CAA. “We are training

follow a dirt lane to where a roadside path disappears into the

all imports of agricultural inputs for cocoa and distributed

support for the high-tech approach to cocoa farming boost-

the farmers in how to meet the UTZ and Rainforest Alliance

thick green growth. A light rain is falling, and the leaves are
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Ralph Odei Tettey,

Agronomist and Cocoa Specialist
With Wienco since xxxx
“The Cocoa Abrabopa Association story looks easy!

first five years, we continued to add to the package.

But we have come a long way. Before CAA, farm-

For example, farmers told us they could not spray

ers were used to getting low yields. We have had

on time – or even at all! – because they could not

to stimulate them out of their stupor. We say to

access a sprayer. So we added the Matabi sprayer.

them ‘Everywhere you look, farming is business.

We also worked out the right size for the group. If

So you should look at this as a business as well’.

it is too small, then the group may break up.”

Wienco also had things to learn. Our first attempt
wet. Everything here seems to be conspiring to grow, to thrive.

Today, three groups have gathered at this holding to learn

at micro-finance, in 1997, was a flop! The farm-

“You know, when I see how many farmers are

Now on foot, we cross a trickle of water and mud and climb an

what the extension officer has come to show them, and to

ers used the inputs, got good yields but they did

already involved – when I see the thousands of

easy slope. Suddenly, the path widens. There is a small holding

get hands-on practice with the new sprayer. With his help,

not repay their loans. We did not give up. We knew

farmers here today, I get goosebumps! Why?

of cocoa trees. A group of men and women are using machet-

CAA members can leap one of the biggest barriers to suc-

that we could do battle again and be a success! We

Because as a company, we’re not looking for

es to cut the ripe cocoa pods from the trunks and branches of

cess: lack of information. The man standing before us is one

re-thought our model. We looked at all the prob-

immediate returns. We’re investing in building

the trees. They talk and joke as they work, tossing the pods to

of a large team of the Cocoa Abrabopa Association extension

lems, all of the potential pitfalls and built up the

up their capacity, which means that the sky’s the

the ground and moving quickly between the trees.

workers, who come from the communities they support and

knowledge to re-establish at the farmers’ request

limit. The farmers will have a new mindset – they

visit each farming group regularly to pass on new informa-

a growers’ association for cocoa in Ghana. In 2000,

will think like business people. So even when

There’s a pause in the work now as an extension officer

tion. During a break in the officer’s demonstration, we talk

we started again. We put in investment, and we

Wienco is not there, when CAA is not there, these

appears at the head of the path. He calls out to the farmers,

to farmer John Essuan, who smiles as he tells us about the

set up a new pilot with 200 farmers and made

farmers will be able to adapt, they will be able to

who walk over to greet him with smiles and handshakes. He

changes that he’s seen in the twenty-five years he’s been

sure that all of the recommendations from cocoa

be flexible. They will know that they need to clean

is carrying a Matabi sprayer: he’s here to show them how to

growing cocoa. “In the beginning, we would just let nature

researchers across the industry were being put

their farms, spray at specific times, use fertilizer

target cocoa capsids, insects that can destroy cocoa pods.

take its course, more or less, coming only to harvest the

into practice. We made sure everyone was learn-

– follow the scientific approach. I don’t believe in

On his shirt and his cap, we read where he’s from – the Cocoa

pods. Now we’ve been taught to use fertilizer, to apply pes-

ing, including our own Wienco staff. And we used

failure. With help from the omnipotent God, for

Abrabopa Association.

ticides and fungicides, and to manage the canopy better so

the group-loan model to tackle defaults. In these

cocoa in Ghana, the sky’s the limit.”

In Ghana, cocoa is grown in the high forest zone.
In the heart of the Central Region.
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“I don’t believe in failure.
With help from the
omnipotent God, for cocoa
in Ghana, the sky’s the limit.”

that the trees are healthier. There’s more work – I hardly

Empowerment can be a business, too

used to visit my trees at all but now I see it as part of the

Back at the stadium in Obuasi, the election is over and the

job, and I go there regularly. My group, too, helps me out by

crowd is preparing to leave for the long ride home. Music

???????????????????????????????????????????

coming to my holding at least four times a year.” All the extra

is still pouring from the speakers, but it’s softer now. The

Major cuts – can re-use as bijschriften:

work is worth it, because the yield on his Cocoa Abrabopa

clouds are clearing the hills. Organizations like the CAA are

A second group, of women, is gathering the pods and breaking them open, pulling out the beans encased in glistening pulp. They heap the beans into piles, which

Association acres, three out of the twelve that he owns, is a

enabling individuals and rural communities to benefit from

they cover with plantain or banana leaves. The slick white flesh will help the beans to ferment, a process that takes about six days.

hundred percent higher than before he joined. Now he’s look-

what Ghana’s rich land can give them by supporting their

Once fermented, the beans need to be dried by spreading them out in the sun on bamboo mats. Soaking rains come frequently, but the mats can be quickly folded

ing forward to expanding the Cocoa Abrabopa Association

ongoing efforts to build up agricultural capacity in a respon-

over to keep the beans from getting wet. The mats here lie on rickety tables in a small clearing where the sun can reach them, and they are already covered with

system to all of his land.

sible, sustainable manner. By doing so, these organizations

dark brown mottled beans. Soon these beans will be ready for transport, carried in baskets down the narrow path that leads to the village. There, at the local pur-

are strengthening the self-worth of these farmers and giving

chasing clerk’s office, the farmers will watch as their dried beans are weighed and logged into the ledger.

them a greater role in their own futures. We look out across

The first person we talk to is Ama Mensima, who has been farming cocoa for more than ten years. We ask her how much land she has for cocoa, and she says that

the sports field to where the sea of yellow is now flowing

she has ten poles, that is, a piece of land ten times the standard distance between telegraph poles. “I’ve been in the association for a year, and I like what Cocoa

back out of the stadium gates to the trucks and minivans. As

Abrabopa does. Already my yields are up. And I like how the extension officer works – he’s very patient, so if there’s something you don’t understand, he’ll explain

they leave, many of the farmers stop, turn around and wave,

it to you.”

perhaps to new friends, perhaps to the place itself. Then they

They tell farmers about what inputs to use and when and how to use them, how to maintain their trees to keep them healthy. But even this alone is not enough

turn again and walk confidently ahead.

to turn the farmers into commercial business people. They also need training in book-keeping, organization and team-management. For this, CAA works with

Frey representative to be added (interview not done yet). Calculate approximately 100-150 words.]

TechnoServe, an NGO dedicated to providing start-up support to entrepreneurs from poor rural areas. Often, the children help their parents to record when they
have applied inputs, which ones, and in what quantities.
Samuel Ofori Addo has been with the association for three years and farms four acres of cocoa. “Before I joined, I was getting a bag and a half, maybe a little more,
per acre. But now, I get 16 bags from every acre.” This translates into a significant increase in his income – even after he has made his CAA loan repayments. With
this increase, Samuel has been able to build his own house and put his younger children into a better school.

Back at the stadium in Obuasi,
the election is over and the
crowd is preparing to leave for
the long ride home.
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“For us, certification is
about making cocoa farming
in Ghana sustainable, with
global market access for
the long-term.”

Eliseus Opoku-Boamah,

Executive Secretary, the Cocoa Abrabopa Association
With the Cocoa Abrabopa Association since 2007
“Today, there are 17,000 members of the Cocoa

warehouse that is only for certified beans. This

The 50,000 membership target is a key element

Abrabopa Association. Our target is to have

way we can keep the chain very clear and trans-

of Eliseus’ plan for the long-term sustainabil-

50,000 members in five years’ time. The extra

parent for our customers and for our members.

ity of the Cocoa Abrabopa Association itself. “If

farmers will join because they have seen what we

Non-certified beans are stored in old-fashioned

we grow too large, then we will become unman-

have done for their fellows. It’s more than word

warehouses and the system is prone to cheat-

ageable, and less able to spread sound farming

of mouth. Farmers are actually seeing with their

ing. However, we have digital scales, thumbprint

practices. At 50,000, there will be enough Cocoa

own eyes the difference that CAA membership

scanners for identification and payment is made

Abrabopa Association farmers passing on skills

makes. For us, the proof that our model is suc-

straight away. This is proving very popular.”

to friends and neighbours. Plus we have shown

cessful is our loan recovery rates. Farmers would
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a new model for the agricultural sector in Ghana.

not be able to repay their loans if they had not

“Certified farmers also receive a bonus, but we

The Cocoa Abrabopa Association represents a

reaped the benefits of using the inputs. Our recov-

do not want to put too much emphasis here. For

governance structure. The farmers really need to

ery rates over the last five years are at more than

us, certification is about making cocoa farming in

be organized. At the same time, they need trans-

95%. It’s a very good sign that our members see

Ghana sustainable, with global market access for

parency in the organization that they support, so

their farms as businesses, and that they have to

the long-term. Eventually, we want all CAA farm-

that they can have full confidence in what is being

invest to see returns.”

ers to be certified. We are also introducing a pen-

done. When this happens, as it has happened at

sion scheme. By the end of 2011, we expect the

CAA, then all other interventions, such as a pen-

“A further proof is that the farmers are keen to

farmers to be registered and for farmers and our

sion, or certification, for example, can easily be

join our UTZ and Rainforest Alliance certification

sponsors to be making contributions to the fund.

spread, whether it’s from an NGO, the government

programmes. This has demanded an investment

This will be the final part of the puzzle for making

or a private organization. This is what will make

in infrastructure from us. We have built a new

farmers think long-term also.”

cocoa farming sustainable in Ghana.”
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FACTS AND
FIGURES
TUESDAY
•

 he first people to make something edible out of cocoa beans were the Mayans,
T
who created a hot drink that the Aztecs later called Xocolatl. Centuries later,
Europe came to know a version of this as hot chocolate.

•

 or 2010-2011, it is estimated that the total Ghanaian cocoa crop will top 750,000
F
tonnes

•

 he people who eat the most chocolate in the world are the Swiss, who consume
T
an average of 11.7 kilos per year per person. By contrast, Ghanaians consume on
average only 0.548kg of cocoa per year.

•

In 2009, Ghana accounted for approximately 18% of the world’s cocoa production.

•

 ore than 28% of the land used for farming in Ghana is used to grow cocoa, with
M
an estimated 450 million cocoa trees.

•

Cocoa trees will only grow within 15° of the equator.

•

 msterdam is the world’s most important port for cocoa – more than a fifth of
A
the world’s cocoa production passes through this Dutch city.

•

Within its first five years, the Cocoa Abrabopa Association grew from 5,000 to
As clouds gather, farmers at the Annual General
Meeting of the Cocoa Abrabopa Association assemble
in Obuasi to vote for their regional representatives.
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As well as having the chance to listen to the candidates, CAA members are treated to traditional music

This durbar, or great meeting, includes performanc-

and other cultural displays

es by Ashanti dancers.
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CAA members travel very long distances for the
privilege and pleasure of democratically voicing their
opinions.
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The ripe cocoa pod is first cut from the tree, then
broken open. Its beans are removed and placed on a
plantain or banana leaf.
The seeds are wrapped in the leaf and left to ferment
for a period of six to eight days.
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Research by private and public bodies is continually being conducted into cocoa cultivation and
production.

Bart Draaijer (second from left), examines cocoa
grown by Mohammad Bansu (second from right).
Mohammad farms two acres of cocoa under the CAA
method. In the first year after joining the association,
these two acres gave Mohammad 6.2 bags of cocoa.
His other eight acres of cocoa trees yielded just 8
bags in total.

At large-scale farms and CRIG, the fermenting process may take place in wooden crates, but plantain or
banana leaves will still be used.
Left: In a village, cocoa beans are placed on tables in
the sun to dry after fermentation.
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Once the dried bean are checked for quality and
weighed, the farmers receive their payment.
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Wednesday

Ghana unlocks its potential
– commercializing crops

Cocoa pods change colours frequently as they ripen,
going from yellow or green to reds, oranges and
purples.
72
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Ghana unlocks its potential
– commercializing crops
Our speeding 4x4 overtakes a portly middle-aged man gripping the handlebars of his scooter. He’s dressed in smart
office clothes. Wrapped around his middle is a traditional cloth, which straps a young baby tightly to his back. We
peer curiously and Boateng smiles as he glances quickly across from the driver’s seat. “You only see that here in the
North,” he says. Without asking, we know what he means. Apart from the proud metropolitan Dads pushing prams
around Accra’s new shopping mall, we have only seen women carrying babies since we arrived here in Ghana.
We are driving to Tamale, the capital of Ghana’s Northern

ly down to business, Emmanuel fills us in on the history of the

Region, and fathers carrying babies aren’t the only sign that

Masara N’Arziki project. “Here in the North, there has long

we’re now in quite a different kind of place. There is no for-

been a history of underdevelopment. So there is a serious

est, for a start, but wide tree-speckled grasslands. The road

need, a major need for the industrialization of maize farm-

snakes over drifting, shallow hillsides. We are in Tamale

ing. In 2005, Wienco started the Industrial Maize Project here.

almost before we realize it. Single-storey concrete shops

‘Industrialize’, in this context, it means getting the maize farm-

and roadside stalls give way to modern buildings and wide

ers here to develop from growing maize as food for them-

streets. The town is the capital of northern Ghana. And it is a

selves and poultry feed for their chickens into growing it as

key hub of activity for Wienco.

a cash crop.” Whereas Ghanaian cocoa farmers are already
producing a cash crop – and, in the case of those following

Once at our destination, Boateng steers our Landrover into

high-tech practices, a living wage – the farmers in the North,

the only free space in the parking lot, where its dusty shell

where cocoa cannot thrive, can be fairly described as subsist-

sits in dull contrast to the spotless lime-green pick-ups lined

ence farmers. They rarely grow enough maize or other crops

up alongside it. On the door of each one blazes a yellow maize

to be able to generate meaningful incomes. But this doesn’t

cob, with beside it the words “Masara N’Arziki.” Boateng

have to be the case: high-quality maize is a valuable crop. In

translates for us: “Maize for prosperity.”

2008, after three years of pilot programmes, Wienco formally
established the Masara N’Arziki Farmers Association.

Tackling subsistence living

“They have to sell as soon as they harvest:

On the steps of the office stands Muange Nene Emmanuel,
former Executive Secretary of the Masara N’Arziki Farmers’

when prices are lowest. But we’ve changed

Association, and Luuc Smits, who is currently fulfilling this
role. They welcome us inside and offer us coffee or a soft

that. We agree a reasonable price with them

drink. We gratefully crack open sweating cans. Getting quick-

at the beginning of each year.”
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The average Ghanaian maize farmer will grow less than one
metric ton of maize per acre. With Masara N’Arziki training and
inputs, this has been more than doubled.

Money in the bush

Masara N’Arziki shirt makes him stand out even more. He is

Travelling with Luuc, we drive just a short way out of town

Abdul-Rahman Fuseini, Zonal Manager for Tamale. Fuseini

to meet with a group of Masara N’Arziki members. There

is responsible for overseeing the progress of more than 800

is maize in many of the fields alongside the road, but it is

farmers in the Tamale region. “These farmers belong to the

yellow, stunted and brittle-looking. Luuc sees us looking.

Suglomboribuni and Duko groups. Both groups joined us just

“Nutrients,” he says. “It’s simple. These plants don’t have

this year. They heard from neighbours about the benefits of

enough nutrients.” Yet where we stop, the maize stands taller

joining.”

than our heads. The stalks are bright green and fleshy. And
the cobs, wrapped in pearly green sheaths, look good and

With Fuseini translating our English into Dagbani, we ask the

firm. It’s a Masara N’Arziki farm.

group what kind of change they have seen in the fields since
joining Masara N’Arziki. They look at each other and laugh.

At the edge of the field, where a dirt track meets the tar-

Speaking through Fuseini, they explain. “Look in the fields

mac road, a group of men wearing long tunics of dusty

and there is no need to ask that question! Between before

blue and white sit together on simple benches under a flat

and now, the two cannot be compared.” Together, the farm-

wooden shelter. One man stands a little apart, and his bright

ers explain what has changed. For example, as well as spray-

Hybrid White Pannar ® 032 and Hybrid Yellow Pannar® 052,

staircase, made of stacked bags, which leads down from the

ing with pesticides and fertilizer, they now also use peg-and-

which, when used correctly, deliver a significantly higher

teetering top of the pile. Most of the grain they carry is des-

line methods to space out plants and maximize yields. As one

yield than traditional varieties. For comparison, the average

tined for Niger – it has been bought for relief aid by the World

farmer speaks, the others listen and nod. “When you see the

Ghanaian maize farmer will produce less than one metric ton

Food Programme.

maize growing, you sleep well with your family because you

of maize per acre. With Masara N’Arziki training and inputs,

know there is money in the bush.”

this has been more than doubled.

This is proof that the Masara N’Arziki model is working. With
this storage facility, and with Wienco’s commitment to buy

Opening markets to everyone

So far, Masara N’Arziki sounds very much indeed like CAA.

each member’s harvest at a guaranteed price, Masara N’Arziki

Just like at the Cocoa Abrabopa Association, the Masara

On the other side of Tamale, there is a building that repre-

farmers will always have fair access to the best markets for

N’Arziki management has put together a complete package

sents the biggest difference between the two. It’s a brand-

their high-quality maize. Next year, this warehouse will be

of elements that is designed to transform farmers into entre-

new warehouse, with gleaming steel doors high enough to let

used to store seed corn, as Wienco will need to find a bigger

preneurs. And again just like at CAA, the two major compo-

in the haulage trucks that make deliveries and collections. It

warehouse for storing the flourishing Masara N’Arziki harvest.

nents are training for the farmers in agricultural and busi-

is a Wienco warehouse and it is used to store all the maize

ness practices and group credits for inputs. Masara N’Arziki

grown by Masara N’Arziki members. A team of young labour-

farmers also use higher-grade Pannar maize seeds, called

ers, maize bags on heads, are walking down a makeshift

So far, Masara N’Arziki
sounds very much indeed
like Cocoa Abrabopa.
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Muange Nene Emmanuel,
Former Executive Secretary, and
Luuc Smits,
Acting Executive Secretary of
Masara N’Arziki Farmers Association
With Masara N’Arziki since 2008 and 2010, respectively
“Our future targeted
yields, are for up to five
metric tons per acre.”

Ghana can do more
Emmanuel drops us at Tamale airport and we take a soaring flight over the Ghanaian savannah, watching as the wide
green grasslands lift and buckle to form steep-sided valleys.
With the engines roaring in our ears, we think back to what
we saw at Masara N’Arziki. The Association is kick-starting
the development of a sustainable agricultural industry in the
north of Ghana. It seems this nation could farm many more
different crops commercially. But diversification requires
commitment and perseverance.
We are travelling south, to where the Akosombo hydro-electric dam tames the Volta River. Just a few kilometres downri-

bulks. “Those are harvested bunches on the way to the

ver, the meadows are covered with regimental rows of silky-

pack-house,” explains John.

“The secret is the partnership between the buy-

“Our future targeted yields,” says Emmanuel, “are

leaved banana plants. This is one of four plantations owned

ing organization – Wienco – and a strong farmers’

for up to five metric tons per acre. This is five

and managed by one of Wienco’s sister companies: Volta

FairTrade pioneer

association. You see, the farmers here are very

times more than the average farmer can now

River Estates Ltd, or VREL for short.

A team of men come into view, each with an inflated inner

poor. They cannot store their maize and wait for

achieve. Farmers will first need to use more fer-

a good time to sell. They have to sell as soon as

tilizer to get the best out of the Pannar seeds –

John Dadzie, Plantation Manager, greets us at the gate.

bundles they carry. “I used to do this, too, when I first started

they harvest: when everyone else is selling too –

twice as much fertilizer. But the increase in yield

Gesturing for us to follow, he disappears between the trees.

at VREL,” recalls John. “That was in 1994, before we became

and when prices are lowest. But we’ve changed

will make this a very sound investment.”

“Except they’re not trees,” laughs John. “Look closely. It’s a

FairTrade.” Today, VREL has four plantation sites, total-

that. We agree a reasonable price with them at

stem. It grows very quickly. It’s ready to flower in about a

ling 250 hectares. All are FairTrade certified and two are

the beginning of each year, and we promise to buy

year. Behind the flower, the ‘hands’ of bananas start to grow.

also organic. In fact, at all of its sites, VREL aspires to be as

all of their maize.”

After 10 to 12 weeks, the whole bunch can be harvested and

“organic” as possible. For example, even on its non-organic

we chop down the stem, leaving it here to break down and

plantations, the company chooses not to use herbicides, pre-

“There is a sound business case here, for us and for

return its nutrients to the soil. A new ‘sucker’ shoots up

ferring instead to weed with machetes, which also results in

them. Firstly, the poultry industry and the brew-

from the roots. This will be the new stem.” The sound of a

more work for the local labour market.

ers in Ghana use imported maize. And our neigh-

puttering motor arises a little way ahead and, shortly after,

bours – Niger, Mali, Chad – cannot grow maize so

an engine suspended from overhead rails rattles towards

well. They are our export market. Ghanaian farm-

us, pulling after it a row of swinging, blue-plastic-wrapped

tube slung over one shoulder to cushion the delicate blue

Today, VREL has four plantation sites,

ers can certainly compete on price. However, they

totalling 250 hectares. All are FairTrade

need to raise quantity and also quality. A lot of
our work with the farmers is on making sure the

certified and two are also organic.

maize is clean, it is healthy, and it is well stored.”
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Antony Blay,
“Today, these bananas here will all go to Europe. But in
those early years, market access to Europe was impossible.”

xxxxxxxx, VREL
With VREL since 1995

“VREL has spent the past 20 years pioneering com-

here. And the first to be FairTrade. Thanks to our

the risk and to gain access to different markets.

mercial banana growing in Ghana. Despite good

efforts, other banana companies are now here,

Starting with pineapples gave us one more leg to

harvests, however, it did not make money in the

investing in Ghana.

stand on. Today, Huub is much more involved with

first years. In 1992, Wienco made a big investment,

John walks with us to the pack-house, where the harvested

Coordinating VREL’s continued involvement with the FairTrade

bananas are processed. The bananas are all tossed into deep

organization is the task of Alex Yeboah-Afari, who has been

baths. The latex that drips from the stalks is washed away, as

with VREL even longer than Wienco has. “I started in 1988

are any tiny frogs that may still be hiding between the banan-

as Nursery Supervisor. The first VREL stock came from my

as. We watch as the bananas are sorted and boxed, ready for

hands! Today, my main role is to coordinate the renewal of

export to the EU. Watching everything is Huub van den Broek,

our certification, which means keeping track of the FairTrade

General Manager of VREL. “Today, these bananas here will

criteria as they change and get tougher.” Under FairTrade,

all go to Europe. But in those early years, market access to

groups of independent farmers or employees are paid a pre-

Europe was impossible. We packed up our first containers

mium to be spent by the group on communal projects. So far,

in 1995 and sent them to Europe. Sometime after, we got an

VREL workers’ premiums have been ploughed into a wide

invoice. Due to the licence fees of the importers in the EU,

range of local projects, including building schools and clin-

we actually had to pay money out when we exported.” In the

ics. “The workers know that they are the owners of the pre-

meantime, VREL had discovered FairTrade. And, because the

miums. They want to spend them on tangible benefits.”

the pineapples, and I stay here, looking after the

confident that bananas in Ghana could be success-

After the storm, we decided we had to diversify –

bananas.” XXX FAKE TXT Otae es untis sit aut eatet

ful. After many years of searching for a success-

we had too many eggs in one basket. As we say

plabore ribusciatqui dolest qui apit et, odistia a

ful model, our future now looks pretty secure. As

here: wusum prodee na wasam kwadu. Or “If you

consequ undesequi dolorestibus es et aut verum

a FairTrade and organic banana producer, we are

protect your plantains, you must protect your

dolest eum, consedis am, ut escipsamus dunt, to

setting important precedents for Ghana’s agricul-

bananas, too”. We had already started a pilot with

commolluptatur adio optate latium eatinim olup-

tural industry. We were literally the first company

organic bananas, so to have both organic and non-

deratum harum, que nit omnis nimi, incienim eum

to start growing bananas on a commercial basis

organic bananas was a good way for us to spread

excearum conseque cuptate ne FAKE TXT

company already treated its employees ethically – it already
worked with a national trade union, for example – certifica-

But even access to EU markets and the premium prices paid

tion was reasonably straightforward. As early as 1996, the

for its FairTrade bananas couldn’t guarantee VREL commer-

company became officially FairTrade.

cial success. In 2002, the Akosombo region was hit by a freak

As we say here:
“wusum prodee na
wasam kwadu.”
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Huub van den Broek,

For the local economy,

Managing Director, VREL

VREL’s continued presence
is the biggest win.

With VREL since 1992
“One of our biggest problems when trying to break
into the EU was that Ghana had no track record of

the price barrier. But more importantly, the cer-

and for them. And it even makes life easier for the

windstorm, and VREL lost 80% of its banana plants. “The

between the saw-edged blades, you can see the diamond-pat-

tificate gives us differentiation – a niche.

fishermen, by clearing a path to open water.”

storm lasted just minutes,” says Huub, “but it toppled almost

terned skins of yellow-green pineapples. “Pineapples are the

XXX FAKE TXT Otae es untis sit aut eatet plabore

all the plants. We harvested what we could, but it nearly shut

main crop here,” says Elke, “But we also do vegetables.” Arrie

growing bananas. We were the only commercial
banana farm in Ghana, so it was up to us to put

To meet organic standards, you have to use a little

ribusciatqui dolest qui apit et, odistia a consequ

us down.” It took VREL two years to recover, to find financing

Coetzee is in charge of the site’s pineapples, while Johan van

Ghana properly on the banana map. We pushed

imagination. We use no synthetic fertilizers on our

undesequi dolorestibus es et aut verum dolest

and to rebuild what had been destroyed.

Wijk is setting up the new vegetable enterprise. “Everything

for a rapid expansion here and started proving

organic plantation, but we do use chicken manure,

eum, consedis am, eum, consedis am, ut escipsa-

the case. We joined with some other producers,

and compost made of a weed taken from the river.

mus dunt, to commolluptatur adio optate latium

A future full of fruit

ed in 2008. All our pineapples go to Europe.” The vegetables,

and we won a legal case challenging the quotas.

In fact, this has started another local income

eatinim olupder ut escipsamus dunt, to commol-

Soon, there will be another organic banana plantation near

on the other hand, explains Johan, are for domestic consump-

Eventually, we won a quota of our own. Of course,

stream here. Before, no-one had any use for the

luptatur adio optate latium eatinim olupderatum

the Volta River, on land that has never been commercially

tion. “More and more people here want cucumbers, capsicum

the higher price for FairTrade bananas strength-

weed. Now, because people know we will buy it,

harum, que nit omnis nimi, incienim eum excear-

farmed, at least not in living memory. Although it was origi-

peppers and so on. But right now, they all come from South

ened our business case and helped us climb over

they harvest it and bring it to us. It works for us

um conseque cuptate ne FAKE TXT

nally deforested through slash-and-burn agriculture, that

Africa. Why? We can grow them here.”

here is very new,” says Arrie. “The pineapple farm only start-

took place long ago and today its soil is as rich as any in this
region of Ghana. We drive along the site’s boundary with

This venture has a bright future. And after much searching,

Elke van Engeland, a tropical agriculturalist commissioned

VREL itself seems to have found the right formula – a formula

to set up the new project. “The best thing about this site is

that will enable it to become a long-term economic presence

that, because the land is not farmed and there are no neigh-

in the region. For the local economy, VREL’s continued pres-

bours using inputs, the first bananas we plant will already be

ence is the biggest win. John Dadzie’s wife is expecting their

organic. If all goes to plan, we will harvest at the end of 2011.

fourth child. During the 20 years in which he has worked for

Getting to this point has not gone so smoothly, though, you

VREL, he and many others in the region have been nurturing

know. We actually had to buy our land twice! Before you can

growing families, sending children to school and saving for old

use any land in Ghana, you must negotiate with traditional

age. This is the sweetest fruit of VREL’s long years of labour.

leaders. And it can be very difficult to find out who really has

“Before, no-one had any
use for the weed. Now,
because people know we

the right to give you permission. It’s one reason why building

Together, and with the support of Wienco, both VREL and

friendships with your chief is so very important.”

Masara N’Arziki are helping to unlock the potential stored
tightly in Ghana’s land, people and climate. Is there a guar-

Elke drives us past this new site and turns off the main road.

antee that the investment will pay dividends? When you look

We’re now bumping down a long driver towards a collection of

at the determination shown by the Masara N’Arziki farmers,

buildings in the middle of farmland. Alongside the road here

and at the pride displayed by VREL’s employees, you know

are fields of low bushy plants with stiff, spiky leaves. Peeping

that Ghana can grow to touch the sky.

will buy it, they harvest it
and bring it to us.”
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FACTS AND
FIGURES
WEDNESDAY
•

Before VREL, there were no yellow bananas being grown in Ghana.

•

Masara N’Arziki maize is used in chicken feed for Ghana’s largest poultry farm

•

A sheller can clean XX corn cobs per minute

•

Before a crop can be deemed Fairtrade, the grower must meet XX criteria.

•

 he banana plant, often incorrectly called a tree, actually belongs to the order
T
Zingiberales and is, like its cousin the ginger plant, an herb.

•

 he fruit of the domesticated banana plant is seedless, and so the plant is cloned
T
for replanting.

•

 he first pineapples grew wild in South America, and from there the fruit spread to
T
the Caribbean and beyond.

•

Each gram of pineapple you eat produces half a calorie; each gram of banana, nearly
a whole calorie.
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On the maize farm in the Northern Region, members
of the community load the sheller after harvest.
This maize is Masara N’arziki maize, and will command a premium price, thanks to its high quality and
purity.
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Masara N’Arziki maize is milled to produce highgrade, high-protein chicken feed, shown here being
stored at Akante Farms, Ghana’s largest poultry farm,
in Kumasi.
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Above: The banana harvest must be done with great
care so as not to damage the fruit. For this reason, a
mini cable-car system is in place to haul the bananas
to the sorting center. The main stalk of the plant is
cut down after the harvest, allowing the new shoot to
mature and bear fruit.
Left: A worker at one of the VREL plantation carries
a load of bananas to the cable-car. All of the VREL
plantations are FairTrade-certified, meaning that this
worker is guaranteed certain protections and benefits
not generally available to other agricultural workers.
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At the sorting station, the bananas are washed and
cut into bunches. Bananas that do not meet export
standards will be separated out for sale on the local
market.

Above: The bananas are boxed and readied for
shipment to overseas consumers.
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Above: The flower of the pineapple plant
Left: At the sorting station, pineapples are put in
water not only to be washed but also to test for ripePineapples grow very well in Ghana’s tropical climate.

ness. Overripe pineapples will sink.
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Thursday

Helping communities build on
their strengths
Huub van den Broek and Johan van Wijk examine Johan’s
cabbages at the new site.
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The drive back from the ITFC farm cuts through a temporary marshland.
The rains have lifted streams and rivers from their usual channels.

to work on the problem, and Louis is hopeful: “I believe we can
solve this, because I know that we will try everything we can.”
At the farm of an outgrower, James introduces us to Sulemana
Yakuba. With the help of a translator, Sulemana explains why
he is so committed to his mango farm. “I have been a mango
farmer with ITFC for 10 years. In year five, the mangoes

Helping communities build on
their strengths

came small. In year seven, we saw a very good increase.
Since then, it’s been coming down, but we still hope that a
big harvest is possible.”

Ghana’s next generation
The drive back from the farm cuts through a temporary
marshland. The rains have lifted streams and rivers from

Jewelled birds shimmer upwards from the long grass – red bishops, yellow weavers, bright blue bee-eaters. They

their usual channels, and sent them spilling out to over-

run the land. With so much to drink, the earth has sprouted

skim outwards, disappearing in the hazy grey light. We are back in Ghana’s Northern Region, and we have woken

exuberant green grasses that wave and bend high above the

early to take a dawn walk through the mango groves of the Integrated Tamale Fruits Company (ITFC). Located just

pooling water. The slippery, orange clay track winds back to

a few kilometres from Tamale, ITFC is another pioneer. It is trying to turn organic mango farming into a viable

the tarmac road, built on a high dike, well clear of the floods.

commercial crop for northern Ghana.

At the edge of the road, sharing the high ground, is the village of Gushie. The grass that waved at us moments before

There are over 1,000 different varieties of mango, but both

export varieties onto ‘root-stock’ saplings of hardier, faster

now thatches roofs. The orange clay is hardened into walls.

the core farm and the outgrower farms affiliated with the

growing varieties. In theory, this should mean that the trees

Round mud huts stand shoulder to shoulder, forming protec-

programme are focussing on four main types. “The super-

will fruit in their fifth year. But ITFC’s oldest trees are now

tive compounds of privacy.

markets in Europe – this is an export crop – they want very

ten years old, and the fruit is not coming. “The trees, they

specific types of mangoes.” Our guide is James Amaligo,

are big, they are nice, they are green,” says ITFC’s General

A chorus of high voices suddenly builds, floating over the

Assistant General Manager of ITFC. “The local mango is too

Manager Louis de Bruno Austin, joining us for a moment as

houses from across a bare clearing. A collection of smart

fibrous, so we have other types. But they are a little more dif-

we walk between the trees. “But we don’t get enough flow-

brick buildings is spilling out its congregation of uniformed

ficult to grow!” Most mango cultivars are ready to fruit after

ers or mangoes.” However, ITFC has brought in international

children. Taking our leave of the farmers, we walk over to

8-10 years. To speed things up, ITFC grafts branches from the

specialists from as far away as Brazil, Australia and Senegal

the school that their children attend. The pupils are buzz-

The paths between the houses are quiet. It’s now
mid-morning, and most people are still at their farms.
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Winnie Wientjes and Celesti De Bruno
Austin at a meeting of the CTSP Board.
ing around one low building. Many are already walking

It was Celesti De Bruno Austin who told us about CTSP. And

away with a bright plastic bowl. Heads bent, they eat. Under

she should know, as it was Celesti who helped set up the

a nearby tree, sitting to savour their own meals, are the

NGO in 2004. Today, she is CTSP’s Project Facilitator. “The

teachers, including the head teacher, Issah Abdul-Razak.

parents are farmers, so they do not have the same incentives

“This is the Gushie primary school. It’s a government

to send their children to school every day, to buy the books

school,” says Issah, “but we are lucky to also benefit from

and uniforms and everything. And the schools here are very

the support of CTSP – the Children to School Programme.”

basic. The teachers who are posted here, they don’t want to

We have already heard a little about this NGO: it was set

live out in the bush, so they don’t come every day. We wanted

up by ITFC, with support from Wienco, and works closely

to set up an NGO that would get children into the schools in

with four primary schools in the area to increase school

the first place, and then improve the quality of their educa-

attendance.

tion so that they could go on to secondary school.”

The power of incentives
As you might expect, CTSP provides teaching materials such

The programme also addressed staff absenteeism. “We

as books, and extra funds for teaching assistants. But the

built accommodation blocks right next to the schools for the

key word here is “incentives”. Celesti and her team have

teachers, to stop them from playing truant,” Celesti says.

woven a careful fabric of incentives that together motivate

“They enjoy better lodgings and, at the same time, are spared

the different players in the school system. “No parent wants

having to commute here daily on what can be difficult roads.

their child to go hungry. And when we started here, you

We also provide them with financial support, by supplement-

would see swollen bellies in the villages from malnutrition.

ing their incomes.” In addition, incentives are provided for the

So we provide one hot meal a day for each pupil – and we

pupils to study hard. “We have two scholarship programmes.

even support their parents financially by buying all our ingre-

One is for everyone: we give books and a bag to every child

dients from their farms.” The impact this had was tremen-

that goes to Junior High School. The other is competitive: the

dous. Attendance figures began to rise immediately, and the

winners get books and a bag, plus we pay their secondary

overall attentiveness of the students improved as well, now

school fees – but only from the second year. We want to give

that they had at least one square meal a day. Although recent

them an incentive to work hard in their first year.”

harsh times have meant that hunger is still a real problem in
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Northern Ghana, pupils at the CTSP school now have at least

Back under the tree outside Gushie Primary School, Issah

some degree of food security.

introduces us to one of his star pupils. Latifah is a tall girl,
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“We are pioneers for

Latifah has just won CTSP’s competitive

mangoes in this area.

scholarship and is in her first year at

And we will also

Junior High School.

solve our problems.”

Finding opportunities
The CTSP school programme is not ITFC’s only presence in
Gushie. Just a short walk from the village is the ITFC packhouse. It was built for sorting, storing and sending out mangoes that have yet to grow. So ITFC has found another use for
it, one that generates an income for the company, and for the
local women who work there. We are here too early in the
year to see much activity. Instead, we rely on Juliana Bostic,
Drying Facility Manager, to paint a picture for us of what happens here. She starts by opening a giant walk-in cooler, and
showing us the boxes of dried mangoes stacked inside. “This

Louis De Bruno Austin, General
Manager, and James Amaligo,
Assistant General Manager, ITFC
With ITFC since 2002 and 1999 respectively

is what we make here. We import mangoes from Burkina
Faso, in addition to buying them from farms in Ghana, then,
and very shy. She struggles to speak above a whisper and

cut them up, dry them out and ship them on.”

stares steadfastly at the ground. But underneath that reluc-

“When we took over from Mark Kok, who start-

“The potential is definitely there. We are getting

tance to speak is a clear determination to study: Latifah has

ed this in 1999, there were already a few hec-

success stories. Some of the farmers here, in their

just won CTSP’s competitive scholarship and is in her first

tares planted. Our seedlings were coming from

fifth year, they got around 700 Ghana cedis – about

year at Junior High School. She is the first girl from her home

Burkina Faso. We put up the nursery so that we

US$500 – from their mangoes. That’s more than

to have progressed so far. Her ambition is to be a nurse.

could grow our own. And then we started build-

they can get from traditional maize farming. When

the local plants, including many with medicinal

ing the pack-house. We thought we would turn

we do get mangoes, the average outgrower should

properties, can continue to thrive here, too, pro-

In its six years helping schools here, CTSP has seen real

a profit by 2007. But instead we started realis-

get an income of US$1,200 dollars from their

tected from the slash-and-burn practices that

concrete improvements. Enrolments have increased by

ing that we were not getting yields. We decided

mango trees. People have said that mangoes could

others use.”

almost 70%, and graduation rates and teacher-pupil contact

to halt all expansions and get consultants in to

become the cocoa of the north. We’re not there yet,

time is on the increase. Winnie Wientjes, who also sits on the

solve the problem. We have specialists in irriga-

but we certainly hope that this will be the case.”

Board of CTSP, points out that before CTSP started, maybe

tion, on the cycle of the mango, on manipulating

one child per village school would finish primary school and

the trees. The Brazilians, for example, can har-

“But our presence here isn’t just about the man-

for instance, there was only a single teacher at

go to secondary school. “This year,” she says, “over 80 pupils

vest right through the year because they manipu-

goes. We work to improve the daily welfare of our

the school in Gushie. Now we have a much bet-

have done that.” That figure surely stands as the final proof of

late the trees with stimulants. In fact, in Brazil,

workers, and to boost the community in a number

ter school, with six teachers and the students are

the programme’s effectiveness.

they farmed mangoes in an area that is also sub-

of ways. For instance, we help the local women

doing better. When they finish school, they will

Saharan. It took them a few years to find the right

maintain the shea nut trees, clearing the mistle-

have a more complete set of skills, and those that

formula, but now they have plenty mangoes. We

toe from them because it harms the tree, and we

continue to farm this land will be better farmers –

are pioneers for mangoes in this area. And we

make sure, too, that we set up biodiversity plots

they will approach farming from a more informed

will also solve our problems.”

within the core farm, large areas to ensure that

perspective.”

This year, over 80 pupils finished
primary school and continued
106

to secundary school.

“We want to keep things and improve them at the
same time. Before the CTSP school programme,
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Juliana Bostic: “We import mangoes from Burkina Faso,
cut them up, dry them out and ship them on.”
The drying facility has become an important economic pres-

We are going to go and watch as Chris and two of his assis-

Beekeeping has long been a past-time in this region. People

ence in the village. “And not just in terms of employment and

tants complete the monthly weighing of one of the nearly 400

hang an empty pot in a tree and wait for bees to enter. Once

salaries,” says Juliana. “Socially, too, we make our contri-

hives under ITFC’s honey initiative. As we bump over the rut-

the bees have filled it with honey, they are smoked out,

bution. Like many companies, we have a ‘health fund’. All of

ted track into the twilight, Christopher explains the system

or the hive is smashed, and all of the honey is taken. But

us on the staff pay into the fund, and the company matches

for us. “ITFC has hives, and we have helped 70 farmers in the

once the hive is smashed, the bee keeper must start all

our contribution. If someone gets some illness that isn’t cov-

area to establish their own as well. We help them to maintain

over again. Instead, ITFC’s scheme is giving farmers the

ered by the national health insurance, then they can apply to

them and we weigh them regularly. When a hive reaches a

skills to maintain their hives so that they can be sure of

the fund for money. It’s an essential lifeline. The medication

particular weight, over 60kg, then we can harvest. We buy

a steady supply. And there is eager demand to meet this

for hepatitis, for example, is not covered by national health

the honey from them, process it, and market it. But you must

supply. Honey is seen as both a sweet treat and a general-

insurance. And it’s very expensive.”

never take everything! The bees need some to get through

purpose tonic. ITFC has turned this local tradition into a

the dry season.”

reliable income stream.

A past-time becomes a profession
By the time we leave Juliana, the sun is beginning to set.
The looping swallows are replaced by a night-shift of bats

Honey is seen as both a sweet

and nightjars. It’s the perfect time to visit one of ITFC’s
bee-hives, as the bees are less aggressive during the cool
As she shows us around the cavernous pack-house, Juliana

nights. Beekeeping Manager Christopher Campion is waiting

explains what each of the machines is for. We inspect the

for us with smokers, beekeeping suits and plenty of advice.

treat and a general-purpose
tonic. ITFC has turned this

sorting station and check out the tables where the fat cheeks
of the mango are sliced off by hand. We see where they are

local tradition into a reliable

cut into strips and we stand inside the huge oven where
the ribbons of perfumed fruit are baked dry. All the while,

income stream.

Juliana describes the efficient hustle of the women working
here during the mango season.

The drying facility has become an important
economic presence in the village.
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The track is barely visible under the starlit grass. The bush
is all around us, singing its song into the dark night. In the
headlights looms a hut with tiny triangular windows at waist
height. “They are the doors for the bees,” says Chris. Inside

“We built accommodation for the
teachers and provided them with
additional training and materials.”

Baba Musah,

the hut are seven hives, each containing a mature colony of
tens of thousands of adult bees. But Chris is calm. He moves
slowly ahead of us into the droning blackness of the hut, puffing smoke to anaesthetize the bees. He tenderly opens the
nearest hive, and lifts out one of the combs. Rich dark honey
glistens in the torchlight.
Together, ITFC’s honey scheme and the Children to School
Programme both help the local communities to recognise

Project Coordinator, CTSP

their own potential for growth. And they are both the result of
ITFC’s long-term commitment to the area. As ITFC searches
for the answer to its mango-growing conundrum, it contin-

With CTSP since 2004

ues to invest in local communities as it sustains its own existence. Speaking on Graduation Day at Gushie Primary School,

“Of course, when there is a shortage of money,

“So we started to talk with chiefs and with other

grammes. We want to encourage every child to go

the Nanton Naa summed up the relationship between ITFC,

then you have a problem. But for the schools here,

opinion leaders about how we could help with

to the next level of education.” “Not all of CTSP’s

CTSP and the local community with clear simplicity: “The

when we started in 2004, they were also very

the schools. People were happy about the pro-

victories are won in the classroom. We also work

mangoes may not be paying for themselves yet, but we are

badly run. For example, when we first wanted to

ject, but worried about how long it could stay. We

to unite the communities. One year, we wanted to

here today because of them.”

offer help, it took six months for the administrator

arranged for attendance bonuses for the teachers.

have a joint meeting between two communities.

of one school to find time to meet with me. Then,

We built accommodation for the teachers and pro-

People told us it wasn’t possible, because there’s

you see, the teachers were not at the schools, so

vided them with additional training and materials.

always been rivalry between those two villages.

the parents would take the children to help on the

Four times a year, the children also have a health

Our solution was to start a sports day. One day

farms instead. And when the kids did go to school,

check. We have a budget for small treatments and

each year, people from the schools in these two

they were so hungry that the teachers could not

we can refer more complicated cases to special-

villages come together to watch their children can

control them or teach them anything. The schools

ists. We started our feeding programme. Each

achieve in athletics and football and other games.

would close early. Tigla Primary School would

school has a kitchen built by CTSP, and we employ

And when people come together for their children,

close at 10am because the children could not

local mothers to cook the food with local produce.

they also meet each other, and they can begin to

concentrate.”

On top of all this, we have our scholarship pro-

build bonds.”
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Nanton Naa, chief of 56 surrounding villages,
summed up the relationship between ITFC,
CTSP and the local community.
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FACTS AND
FIGURES
THURSDAY
•

The CTSP has now 4 schools and 869 pupils

•

There are approximately 4 million schoolchildren in Ghana

•

The average classroom size at primary school is 33

•

 t present, the average number of years that a Ghanaian adult has spent in
A
school is approximately 4 years.

•

A Ghanaian teacher can expect to earn between GH¢200-400 per month.

•

 he most popular varieties of mangoes by percentage of sales in the EU
T
market are Kent, Tommy Atkins and Amelie

•

 nder normal conditions, it takes a mango tree three to five years to first bear
U
fruit, but full maturation takes, on average, a full decade.

•

It takes approximately XX mangoes take to make a liter of juice and XX to
make a kilo of dried fruit

•

More than 30,000 bees can live in the same hive.
[Guess] A farmer in the Organic Mango Outgrowers’
Association demonstrates the growth rate of his
trees.
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Above: Louis de Bruno Austin and his fire team conduct
a controlled burn near the core mango farm at ITFC.
Right: One of the fire team gets close to the heat.

Creating a hybrid mango by grafting a shoot from one

Without this controlled burning, the danger of bush

tree onto another. In this way, he hopes to shorten the

fires would be much greater.

time required before the tree can begin bearing fruit.
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(Fotobijschrift) Uidebis elestibus dolest autecab dilen
idprepelis eum acculli gendandem qui qui blaborendi
solorruptat utemquo.
(Fotobijschrift) Uidebis elestibus dolest autecab dilen
idprepelis eum acculli gendandem qui qui blaborendi
solorruptat utemquo.
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Gushie village: life in an agricultural village revolves
around what is grown in the fields. Decisions in these
villages are made at the local level, after public
discussion.
Right: A mother shells groundnuts in Gushie.
Groundnut soup is a local favourite.
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Above: Children at the Gushie School prepare for
the day’s meal, part of the Children To School
Programme initiative that has boosted local school
attendance.
Left: In the classroom at Gushie. For most of these
students, higher education is only a faint hope, but
these odds are still better than they were a few years
ago.
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At the School Awards ceremony, the community
(Fotobijschrift) Uidebis elestibus dolest autecab dilen

comes together to recognize the achievements of

idprepelis eum acculli gendandem qui qui blaborendi

their children, and to find out who will be awarded the

solorruptat utemquo.

coveted scholarships.
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Friday

Information is empowering

At the Annual celebration the whole school gathers to
applaud of the success that the CTSP has brought to
their community and to their own scholastic efforts.
And right in the middle, as excited as the children, stand
Henri and Winnie Wientjes.
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Information is empowering
Standing over Gushie village, looking far out over the surrounding farmland, is a giant of a tree. Hanging from its
dark green canopy are dozens of birds’ nests belonging to a cloud of tiny yellow weaver birds. The birds chatter
constantly as they flit between the branches, and this sound mingles with the sounds of conversation floating up
from the spreading shade on the ground. This is Gushie’s Meeting Tree and the entire village has gathered beneath
its branches to talk over problems, disputes and issues of public concern.
At these monthly meetings, any member of the community

the reach of communication: nowadays, you can get the right

can share their views. All opinions are voiced in public, all

information to more people than ever before.

information is shared, and everyone in attendance makes a
genuine effort to reach a consensus. This communal, and

Our world, our responsibility

very open, way of arriving at decisions has been used here for

Getting the word out can help change how people behave. In

generations. And it clearly reflects the importance of discus-

the campaign to improve the sustainability of agriculture and

sion and debate in every aspect of Ghanaian life.

society, for example, information is a key pillar. However, the
way information is presented is nearly as important as what
is being said. “Especially when the subject matter is com-

Everywhere, Ghana is calling out: you can hear its voice in a
hundred noises. In an Accra traffic jam, horns blare to warn
those who try to jump the queue. At the palace of Nanton
Naa, not too far from Gushie, the chief’s drummers beat out
a unique rhythm for each familiar face. At football stadiums
from Accra to Wa, from Takoradi to Ho, crowds roar out their
support. In market-places, sellers call out the virtues of their
wares. All across the country, brand new mobile telephone
networks – with some aerials cleverly disguised to look like
palm trees – hum with important conversations and informal
chats alike, while the television and the radio bring news and
topical issues to the attention of their audiences. Today, as
always, the people of Ghana use every means at their disposal to let each other know what’s happening around them
and what they think about it. What has changed, however, is
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“People have pressured local government
to clean up dams, for example.”
pletely new to you,” says Dr. Kwesi-Owusu, Director of the

tural events to focus on the environment, came into being:

Environmental Film Festival of Accra. He has made it his

“We began in 2005 with just a small gathering of like-minded

mission to raise awareness of environmental concerns in

film enthusiasts and environmentalists, and with financial

Ghana. “Important issues, such as climate change, need to

support from sponsors, including Wienco. I’m happy to say

be made tangible to people. You need to show them, really

that our relationship has continued to this day. In fact, Wienco

show them, how their lives are affected. As part of our year-

is one of the major sponsors of our new ten-part environ-

round programme of events, we travel to different communi-

mental series on GTV, which we hope will be the first step in

ties to put on our shows. When we come back, we see that

establishing a brand new channel dedicated to environmen-

people are starting their own campaigns. People have pres-

tal issues. And the festival continues to grow, too – in 2010,

sured local government to clean up dams, for example.”

we had more than 15,000 attendees and certainly could have
had more. In fact, we couldn’t accommodate all the schools

Back in Accra, Dr Kwesi-Owusu drops in at the Wienco offic-

that applied for the children’s special screenings.”

es to talk about how the film festival, one of Africa’s first cul-

Saluting the farmer
Another opportunity to reach wide audiences presents itself

businesses, allowing people to attend the celebrations in

pletely desiccated, it will be cut into strips and used as thread

every year on Farmers’ Day, Ghana’s national holiday hon-

their area. Along with the awards and speeches, there is

for sewing. While they work, the women talk animatedly

ouring those who work the soil. On the first Friday of every

always music, dancing and food – after all, it’s a Ghanaian

amongst themselves over the tinny sound of music coming

December, celebrations are held to reward outstanding

celebration!

from a portable radio. Now they’re joined by another woman

achievement by farmers and to focus public attention on

carrying a bowl of maize that has just been machine-milled

the importance of farming to both Ghanaian society and the

A bridge to the wider world

in a hut further down the track ahead of us. We hear only a

national economy. The main gathering is complemented by

Back in Gushie, the public meeting is now over, and we walk

low hum as we approach the structure, but by the time we

events held in every region across the country, and Wienco is

through the village with our guide, Moro. We pass a number

are inside the milling hut, the noise is tremendous. This is

present at all of these celebrations, both as an exhibitor and

of family compounds where brightly dressed young women

one of two mills in the village, each one operating as a com-

as a sponsor donating farming equipment, inputs and seed-

stand in the open courtyards pounding yams in large wooden

mercial venture and taking a small percentage of whatever it

lings for distribution as prizes.

mortars, while small children linger shyly in the dark door-

grinds.

ways of the round mud huts. Chickens wander between the
Farmers’ Day is an important holiday, and Ghana’s president

compounds and, on occasion slip into the communal spaces

The Environmental Film Festival hasn’t made it to Gushie

and government ministers are always in attendance. Schools,

to ‘steal’ groundnuts from the drying piles. From the wall of

yet. The village isn’t on the electricity grid, either. It is, how-

banks and government offices close for the day, as do most

one of the huts we pass hangs a fish-skin. When it is com-

ever, plugged straight into a supply of information about

Another opportunity to reach wide audiences presents itself on Farmers’ Day,
Ghana’s national holiday honouring those who work the soil.
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“We set up what we call our Young
Filmmakers’ Workshop. In these, we
bring together children from as many
schools as possible to explore ideas.”
modern farming techniques. Just as at the Cocoa Abrabopa
Association and Masara N’Arziki, Wienco has its own team
of extension workers, who spend a large part of their time
riding their motorbikes down rural tracks across the nation
to deliver on-the-spot training or other agricultural advice
at remote farms. Because of this, Gushie and villages like it
have a chance of achieving greater prosperity.
During the 1990s, as the economy in Ghana became increas-

Dr. Kwesi Owusu,

ingly liberal and Wienco was able to communicate directly
with farmers, the company set out on its own kind of road
show. Its minivans crisscrossed the country, going from village to village to show the farmers how to use various inputs.

Director Environmental Film Festival (EFF) of Ghana
With EFF since its foundation in 2005

It worked very well, not only for the farmers, but for the company, too. Wienco’s first extension workers received all sorts

tact with the farmers continues at all levels and through a

of useful feedback in the form of questions or comments

number of avenues, one of the most important channels of

right there in the fields. Today, although the company’s con-

communication remains the face-to-face meeting. Wienco
agronomist Daniel Attivor explains that the most effective
form of education is field demonstrations. “We select a farm-

“We have different strands to the Environmental

sions, they decide on a theme. We then develop

those who don’t come to the traditional venues

er who will let us use our techniques and inputs on his land.

Film Festival, and one of the most important of

scripts and shoot the film. This year, it was about

such as the British Council, the Alliance Française

When the crops are grown, we invite neighbouring farmers

these is the special screenings for schoolchildren.

noise pollution. If you live in Accra, you know that

or the Goethe Institute, we also take our films out

to come and see for themselves what we have done. They can

At present, we can only meet ten percent of the

this is a very real problem and that there are

to the communities. Here we combine film with

ask questions of us then and there.”

demand for these screenings. Looking at these

no-go areas because of the noise.

more traditional art forms such as theatre and

young people, it’s clear that the festival must find

music. At the same time, we also work hard at all

a way to incorporate their interests. And one of

“Of course, we also have the main festival. Here,

our screenings and other events to make sure that

the things that we thought we could do was to pro-

with the help of our sponsors, we show leading

we’re addressing the impact of issues here. For

vide them with a platform to express their views

environmental films from around the world. We

instance, with climate change, melting ice caps

on environmental matters. So we set up what we

always get more submissions than we can screen

appear less relevant to the audience than soil

call our Young Filmmakers’ Workshop, which has

in the run of the festival, particularly since we

desertification, which could very well mean that,

been going on for fours years now. In these, we

were featured in an item in TIME Magazine a few

in 25 years, there will be no more cocoa in Ghana. ”

bring together children from as many schools as

years ago. And we’re limited, too, by the number

possible to explore ideas, and from these discus-

of places where we can screen our films. To reach
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Wienco set out on its own kind of road show.
Its minivans crisscrossed the country, going
from village to village to show the farmers
how to use various inputs.
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Daniel Attivor,
Agronomist Wienco

Every evening at 7:30pm on Ghana TV, the Wienco Weather Report lets
farming and fishing communities know what to expect weather-wise.

With Wienco since 2007

“Here’s a spot on how to use protective clothing for spraying, for

“I organise field demonstrations and workshops

products. I follow these trials very carefully. It’s

“Such research is crucial for the success of the

instance – we do these spots often because it’s a very impor-

so that we can show farmers how to improve their

not just the government that’s looking to see how

farmer, and that’s the most important thing to me.

tant issue. This one happens to be for mango farmers, but at

yields. This is, I believe, the best way for people to

effective our new products are, because, after

We’re in business, and we want to make money,

other times of the year, we’ll also run spots about taking pre-

learn the correct methods for using what they buy.

all, customer satisfaction depends on the perfor-

but we look beyond that, too: in the end, farmers

cautions while spraying for other crops, such as cocoa. Or we’ll

It’s the old Chinese adage: ‘I hear, I forget; I see, I

mance of what we sell. And we continue product

should be able to enjoy, as much as possible, the

run a series over a number of days, taking farmers through the

remember; I do, I understand.’

trials even after the approval process has been

fruit of their labours. To this end, I also do radio

completed. That’s because everyone involved is

phone-in programmes where people can ask me,

proper steps for planting with new seed types. And we also run
a segment within the show called ‘Everyday Life’, where we try

“But I also liaise with both CRIG (Cocoa Research

trying to find the optimum method of using these

either in real-time or later, questions that will

to show people the connection that exists between farming and

Institute of Ghana) and CSIR/CRI (Council for

products, including combining certain products

help them grow their own future.”

society in general. Because even in Ghana, we often don’t make

Scientific and Industrial Research/Crop Research

such as Asaase Wura and Nitrabor so that the

the connection between the food that we eat every day and the

Institute) on the scientific trials involving our

action of each will be maximised.

work that made this food possible – it’s too easy, if you’re not
careful, to forget the contribution of the farmer.”

How to spread a message
Mass communication also has a role to play. In communi-

Radios are also popular here, especially in the rural regions,

ties with electricity, television aerials sprout from walls and

where they form a rare access point for farmers looking to

roofs, and the chances are good that people regularly watch

reach a wider world of information. “To put it bluntly, most

the Wienco Weather Report. Every evening after the 7 o’clock

farmers are illiterate. But that’s no problem with radio, mak-

news on Ghana TV, the Wienco Weather Report lets Ghana’s

ing it the perfect medium for communicating complicated

farming and fishing communities know what to expect weath-

messages to a mass audience,” says Jeff <Surname>, <job

er-wise over the next forty-eight hours. Since July 2008, this

title> with/of Lucid Communications, the company handling

five-minute primetime programme has provided Ghana’s

communications for Wienco. We meet him at one of the VREL

only in-depth televised agricultural weather forecast, while

plantations, and manage to steal a few minutes to talk about

also giving its audience seasonal farming tips.

innovative approaches to promotion.

“When Wienco was

‘I hear, I forget;

launching CAA, the company worked hard to raise awareAudrey Augustus, General Manager at Insel Communications,

ness of how effective modern agricultural inputs could be,”

is responsible for producing this show, and when we meet her

says Jeff. “What they did was completely new. They devel-

in Accra, she shows us an example of the forecast and of what

oped a radio soap opera that engaged with farmers about

farmers can learn while staying up to date on the weather.

their everyday lives. It was a drama about village life that was
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I see, I remember;
I do, I understand.’
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very beginning here at VREL, we’ve been able to talk over all

For matters such as this, the company also receives assis-

the issues with each other and with the management – sala-

tance from external organisations such as the Peace Corps.

ries, working conditions, health and safety. It’s always a dis-

Juliana Bostic, ITFC Drying Facility Manager, who is also

cussion, never a fight. They understand us and we under-

an HIV/AIDS Committee member, says that she bows to the

stand them.”

courage of Shawn, the female Peace Corps volunteer who
comes by and demonstrates to the rather conservative male

In Tamale, too, there are communication channels for impor-

farmers the proper way to put on a condom. Shawn takes

tant non-agricultural issues. ITFC and its affiliated farmers’

Juliana’s compliment with a smile. “It’s not an easy conversa-

association OMOA work together on a range of information

tion to have,” she says, “but it’s information that can save lives.”

initiatives, including HIV/AIDS awareness, water filtration
and wildfire prevention. For HIV/AIDS, ITFC has its own vol-

The roots of understanding

unteer committee that disseminates information, answers

As we leave Gushie, we pass an empty square of benches that

questions and provides support for screening and treatment.

our guide says will be full by evening-time. There are other
spots like this, he says, scattered around the village. After

broadcast every month, and built around a personality called

The secrets of health, wealth and well-being

their day’s work is done, neighbours come together here to

Papa Kofi. He was an older farmer, very respectable, and he

We follow the overhead banana train as it trundles back

socialize, joke and gossip. Perhaps they pass on a few words

knew how to use all the different inputs for cocoa – and so

towards the packing house and find ourselves outside

of advice gathered in the fields, or learned from TV or radio.

he had higher yields. He was very popular with the farmers.

a nurse’s station. From her small whitewashed office,

Perhaps they whisper about what they learned in Shawn’s

Even though the programme hasn’t been on the air for many

Registered Nurse Beatrice Hansa works fulltime to provide

HIV/AIDS awareness groups. Steadily, every day, the commu-

years, farmers still talk about Papa Kofi.”

not only medical treatment but also a discreet and sympa-

nity grows stronger as information streams in from outside.

thetic ear for all the concerns that the workers have. “Before

In Gushie, like in so many parts of rural Ghana, the rhythm of

Another thing that people still talk about is the grand opening

working here, I worked for government hospitals. But my

life is a steady beat – accompanied by work and laughter and

of the new Wienco headquarters, in Accra in April of 2010. “It

mother and father were farmers. So it is very fine for me to

conversation – which connects families and communities and

was a fantastic evening,” says Geoff, “with fireworks from the

be here, helping farmers in return. I treat the workers’ fevers

weaves the individual into the stronger fabric of the group.

roof, and a laser show. These things had really never before

and colds, body aches and occasional snake bites. People

been done in Accra –so it really did have the ‘wow’ factor. The

come with their problems, and I discuss and help with advice.”

whole event was a great way to express Wienco’s gratitude

At Site C, Plantation Manager John Dadzi is also engaged in

for the support it has received over the past 30 years.”

spreading information that is, quite literally, empowering. “I

In Tamale, too, there are
communication channels for

was Union Representative here for twelve years. From the

important non-agricultural issues.
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FACTS AND
FIGURES
FRIDAY
•

 here are 9 government-sponsored and more than 46 officially recognized
T
official languages in Ghana.

•

In 2009, a survey indicated that more than 50% of Ghana’s households had access
to television.

•

 here are forty times as many mobile telephones as there are fixed-line
T
telephones in Ghana.

•

In Accra, only 11% of the households have their garbage collected for disposal.
The rest take care of it themselves.

•

 he Agbogbloshie Dump is one of the world’s largest e-dumps, but many of the
T
computers dismantled here were originally sent from Europe as donations.

•

Ghana’s most popular film is XXX

•

Ghana’s most popular book is XXX

As is customary at harvest-time, these women have
been permitted by the farmer to collect the leavings
from his field for their own use.
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Environmental Film
Festival of Accra 2010
in collaboration with

CREATIVE STORM

Focus On
You are cordially invited to the Festival Launch on
Thursday 3 June 2010 - College of Physicians Hall
near Liberation Circle, Ridge. 6:30 pm

CLIMATE

CHANGE

Preview of Festival Highlights
Premiere of ‘A Long Dry Season’, latest film on
climate change in Ghana. Films by Young Film Makers and introducing Environmental Theatre.
RSVP 021 911 840 (this invite admits two)

www.effaccra.org

Above: This year’s Environtmental Film Festival
of Accra, or EFFA, explored the theme of Climate
Change and its repercussions for Ghana, a society
that is largely agricultural and therefore dependent
on climate stability.
Left: Last year’s festival focused on the problems of
waste and waste disposal, which is a growing
problem for all of Ghana, but particularly for the
urban areas of Accra and Kumasi.
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XXXX
De beelden op deze
pagina nog netjes
vrijstaand maken
XXXX
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Above and left: The Wienco Weather Report, which is
shown daily on GTV, is the first comprehensive weather
report available on television in Ghana.
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At the Annual Farmers’ Day celebrations, prizes are
awarded for outstanding achievements by farmers.
This holiday is a recognition of the importance of the
role of farming in both the social life and the economy
of Ghana, and it’s also a wonderful reason to get
together for food, dance and friendly conversation.
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(Fotobijschrift) Uidebis elestibus dolest autecab dilen
idprepelis eum acculli gendandem qui qui blaborendi
solorruptat utemquo.
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(Fotobijschrift) Uidebis elestibus dolest autecab dilen
idprepelis eum acculli gendandem qui qui blaborendi
solorruptat utemquo.

Foto’s opening pand
Nogmaals vragen
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FotobijsPit, nulparibust, cone volorem quiatet odicimaiosa cusam qui bea poreica estiuntiist, conem
quate quiatisque nimiligendi volupit audit, ventium
rupid magni sitia qui officat.
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Saturday

Lessons from the beautiful game:
commitment, passion and unity
(Fotobijschrift) Over de festiviteiten rondom het 30
jarig jubileum.verder geen beeldmateiaal
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Lessons from the beautiful game:
commitment, passion and unity
On the night of June 26, 2010, no one in Ghana got any sleep. Instead, they rode the streets in horn-blaring cars,
gathered in great numbers at public places or simply sang and danced outside their houses in an explosion of joy.
The reason for this celebration? Nearly five thousand kilometres away, in the city of Rustenburg in the heart of the
Royal Bafokeng Nation of South Africa, Ghana’s national football team, the Black Stars, had just defeated the United
States to reach the final eight of the 2010 World Cup. In this, the first World Cup to be held in Africa, Ghana was shining bright, and celebrating its success.

Ghana’s glory

Cheering on the Black Stars is something nearly every

Football means a great deal in Ghana. It is a source of

Ghanaian does in one form or another. However, for both the

national and local pride, of entertainment, and of the con-

World Cup in 2010 and the African Cup of Nations in 2008,

nection that exists between people and places. Every week-

Wienco arranged something special for farmers, exten-

end, when at last the work in the fields, shops and offices is

sion officers and office staff. For the African Cup of Nations,

done, football provides an enjoyable escape, as well as an

Wienco gave away 16,000 tickets, bringing 500 farmers at a

outlet for passion and commitment. Crowds gather at large

time to each of the tournament’s 32 matches, providing them

stadiums to watch professional matches, or along the side-

not only with round-trip transportation, but also a game-time

lines of weather-beaten dirt pitches to cheer on their local

snack, an after-match meal and a souvenir tee-shirt to take

heroes. What’s more, in a country that boasts so many differ-

home. It was an amazing and unique feat of logistics and an

ent ethnic groups and nine different government-sponsored

enormous opportunity for the people associated with Wienco

languages, Ghana’s national team instils in spectators a real

to see the continent’s best players in person.

sense of national unity. Certainly this was so in 2008 when,

“Football is my favourite thing that I can do with my
future – and I want to be better than anyone else!”
– Bright Ouiase, defender, Tamale youth football academy
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for the fourth time, Ghana hosted the African Cup of Nations

The World Cup – in Africa!

and made a strong run in the tournament, finishing in third

For the 2010 World Cup, the company flew a total of 80 farm-

place out of a field of sixteen. It was also the case when the

ers and officers from Masara N’arziki, CAA, VREL, Wienco

Ghana Under-20 squad won the World Championships in

Fibres, GOPDC and OMOA all the way to South Africa to see

2009 by beating Brazil in the final, and in the 2010 African

for themselves what Ghanaian teamwork and effort could

Cup of Nations when they went all the way to the final before

produce. The plane took off from Accra on 12 June. For many

losing to Egypt. But the best moment of all came on that June

of the attendees, this was their first trip out of the country.

evening a year later, both in Rustenburg and on the streets of

Wienco Office Manager Edwige Dessein remembers: “For a

Ghana from Tamale to Takoradi.

lot of the farmers, we had to get them passports, health cer-

For a lot of the farmers, we had to get them passports,
health certificates, and everything else you need to travel.
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“Now when they meet at organization events such as
Annual General Meetings or training workshops, you
can see them greeting one another as friends.”
tificates, and everything else you need to travel. Some had

istry of some of the world’s greatest sports stars, while oth-

never even flown in a plane before, and very few of them had

ers recall the wildlife in the park or the ride through Soweto

ever felt the cold winter weather that greeted us there. But

and the visit to the Apartheid Museum. All look back with

it was all so amazing! Not only the football, which was great,

great pleasure on the entire experience, agreeing that they

but also the trip we took to Soweto, the afternoon we spent

will never forget what they saw and did there.

at the Game Park and the other sightseeing that we did. It
was the trip of a lifetime, really, but what’s just as nice is

Football in Tamale

that everyone says that the friendships they made on that trip

Wienco’s commitment to football in Ghana did not begin with

will last them a long time. For the farmers in particular, it

the 2008 African Cup of Nations or end with that wonderful

was an opportunity to spend time with people just like them,

World Cup achievement. In fact, the company has been sup-

but from other regions. Now when they meet at organization

porting football in Ghana for a long time now, and it continues

events such as Annual General Meetings or training work-

to work on a wide range of initiatives involving the beautiful

shops, you can see them greeting one another as friends.”

game. Today, we’re talking to a team from the Wienco Football
Academy at the Tamale SOS Village, which Wienco also helps

The farmers, too, are happy to talk about this amazing trip.

to support. The players are sitting on the wet grass in the

Not far from the SOS village stand the two most distinc-

ties were being established between RTU and Wienco. When

Some remember best the roar of the vuvuzelas and the art-

middle of the modest football field. They are all young boys

tive buildings that every town resident knows, the Central

the Tamale team fell on hard times in the early 1990s, Wienco

in their early teens, and after the shouting and the laughter

Mosque and Tamale Sports Stadium. The mosque, with its

offered help, saving RTU from bankruptcy and relegation.

that punctuated their afternoon training session, they are

wide dome and soaring minarets, has been at the heart of

Over the last two decades, it has continued to provide its sup-

now shyly quiet. Slowly, their stories come out – the striker

the town for generations. The new 20,000-seat football sta-

port, and on the way it has become the longest-serving spon-

who’s almost as excited about learning in the SOS class-

dium, on the other hand, was only completed in 2007 but

sor in the Ghana Premier League. It was in recognition of this

room as he is about learning on the pitch; the defender who

has already become a treasure for the Northern Region and

loyal support that the Ghana Football Association awarded

misses his friends in his village but wants to take this chance

beyond. In fact, this stadium was one of the four match ven-

Wienco special recognition as an outstanding football spon-

to get better at doing what he loves; and the midfielder who

ues to host games during the finals of the 2008 African Cup

sor in 2009.

dreams of playing for big clubs in far-off countries. Together

of Nations. It is also home to Real Tamale United, or RTU,

here, in a new community of hope, they are teammates and

the premiership team that sports Wienco’s name and logo on

On this Saturday, the RTU players are jogging from the half-

classmates, guaranteed both an education and a sense of

their football jerseys.

way line to the touchline by the home end and back again,

belonging. They are learning that hard work brings its own

limbering up for the more strenuous drills. It’s not too

rewards, and that cooperation and trust are essential com-

Wienco has done more than just sign a shirt deal with this

warm right now, but by the time the football season is in full

ponents of success.

club. From the company’s earliest involvement in Tamale,

swing, they’ll be defending and attacking in temperatures

Together here, in a new community of hope, they are teammates and
classmates, guaranteed both an education and a sense of belonging.
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By the time the football season is in full swing, they’ll be
defending and attacking in temperatures around 35°C.

Karel Brokken,

Managing Director,
Feyenoord Fetteh Football Academy

around 35°C. The groundskeepers will be hoping that the

footballer Karel Brokken, explains: “I’d been working as a

Harmattan, the arid Saharan wind that comes with the dry

scout in Africa for a number of years, and had worked with

season, doesn’t cover their neatly trimmed pitch in red dust.

Feyenoord before. On this occasion, they were interested

And everyone, fans and players alike, will be hoping for a run

in signing Bonaventure Kalou, so we all went to the ASEC

of results to justify the title that RTU is known by throughout

Academy in Abidjan where he was playing. When we saw the

Ghana – “the Pride of the North”.

set-up there, I was asked to see if we could establish something similar. We choose Ghana for a number of reasons,

Managing Director since 1998

Feyenoord Fetteh Football Academy

including the language – it’s easier for the Dutch to work

Of course, there’s pride elsewhere in Ghana, too. More than

in English-speaking countries than in the French-speaking

400 kilometres due south of Tamale, the Feyenoord Fetteh

ones – and the long history of cultural ties between the

Football Academy stands on the windy shores of the Bight

Netherlands and Ghana.”

of Benin in the Atlantic Ocean. Here, at the nation’s largest football academy, some of the country’s most talented
footballers are learning their craft. At the same time, they

“Our goal at the Academy is not only to produce

an hour later. They train for a couple of hours, and

are also studying a full range of academic subjects in new

players who are talented and knowledgeable

then it’s into the classrooms. After lunch, they

classrooms and on up-to-date computers. On the pitch, they

footballers, but also to produce well-educated

have a rest, followed by another training ses-

wear their team jerseys as they dribble and pass, practising

young men. We hope to make an impact on the

sion in the afternoon. They spend their evenings

their skills over and over again. In the classroom, they wear

football world, but we’re aiming to have an impact

like schoolboys do everywhere, I suppose, doing

an academy shirt in place of a football jersey and work hard

on society, too. Most of the boys, 80-90% of them,

homework and watching TV. They watch a lot of

at their lessons. Most are aware that the odds of becoming a

are from very poor backgrounds. Here, they live

professional games, and you can be sure that

full-time professional, let alone a superstar, aren’t too good,

in a very different environment. They have regu-

whatever little trick they spot on the screen, they

but they’re happy to be here trying. And in the meantime, a

lar, well-balanced meals, they are provided with

will try it the next day on the pitch. We start the

number of the best players at the Academy are getting a

an education until the age of eighteen, they learn

day so early because of the weather – it’s very hot

taste of that possibility now, as they compete together on the

about computers and they have access to both the

by midday – and so we end it early, too, with lights-

Feyenoord Football Academy team, which currently plays in

internet and satellite television.

out at 9 pm. They train and study hard here, but

Ghana’s Second Division.

they really enjoy it. Football is something special
“A typical day at the Academy starts very early. The
boys get up at 5:30 am and they’re out on the field

in Ghana. It’s like a second religion, and everyone’s a believer.”
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“A typical day at the
Academy starts very

The Feyenoord Fetteh Football Academy was officially established in 1998. The team’s Managing Director, former Belgian

early. The boys get

The contest is over, and the Feyenoord Football Academy

up at 5:30 am.”

team are back in here celebrating a one-goal victory.
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Others who are familiar with the Academy agree that what the facility
provides has always been about more than just the football.

he is playing with teammates from around the world, and he

In Ghana, as in other countries, football is an expression of

credits his early education for helping him get used to this.

national pride, local belonging and individual achievement.

“Remember, I was only twelve when I got there, and I’d grown

It is a way for some to rise out of poverty or hardship and

up in a neighbourhood of Kumasi that was more like a family.

to better themselves and the lives of their loved ones. At all

At the Academy, I was living and playing with boys from all

times, it is an undertaking that rewards discipline and effort,

over the country. Being able to do so, and to adapt to what-

one that inspires onlookers and unites supporters. For busi-

ever came along, gave me the self-confidence I needed. In

ness, football is an example of what dedication and motiva-

this game, you have to be ready for anything, because the ball

tion can achieve. It’s for that reason, and for the sheer joy it

we chase, like the world we live on, is round – sometimes it

can bring, that Wienco is happy and proud to be associated at

rolls the way you want, and sometimes it doesn’t. Just as in

all levels with Ghana’s beautiful game.

life, you have to be ready for the losses as well as the wins.”

Although the Academy was established as a long-term

football. Professional footballer Nana Akwasi Asare was not

investment, economic difficulties for the parent club in

at that game in Rustenburg, but he has played for his country

the Netherlands meant that it soon proved too costly for

as one of the Black Stars. A Feyenoord Fetteh graduate who

Feyenoord to maintain this initiative. Reluctantly, in 2008 the

helped Belgian side Mechelen win promotion to the Belgian

Rotterdam club began preparing to close down the whole

Premier Division before joining Dutch topflight team Utrecht,

operation. Enter Wienco: the company came forward to

Nana says that his training at the Academy helped him to

assume the costs of operating the Academy so as to keep

understand not just how to play the game well, but also the

doors open and dreams alive. However, this move was as

value of perseverance, of commitment and of discipline. “The

much about education as it was about sport. “It was only

Academy developed me as a human being, and made me into

partly about the football,” says Karel. “Henri Wientje’s wife,

the person I am today. The Academy prepares you to push

Winnie, had visited our school and she’d seen what we were

yourself, and to face the reality that you will have to do this

doing on that side of the programme. This is why, when the

throughout your career if you want to remain successful.”

“Just as in life, you have to be ready
for the losses as well as the wins.”

financial troubles started, Wienco called us. So it really
began with the school, and that aspect of our work.”

Nana also points out that it was at the Academy that he

Others who are familiar with the Academy agree that what

learned to get along with others, to accept, to trust and to

the facility provides has always been about more than just the

make friends with people from different backgrounds. Today,

”The Academy developed
me as a human being.”
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“I was playing for the local youth team, Kumasi
Corners Babies, when I was invited to try out
for Feyenoord Fetteh Football Academy.”

“Football is a gift from God to us, a way of
teaching us self-discipline, self-confidence
and respect for one another.”

Nana Akwasi Asare,

midfielder, FC Utrecht and Ghana’s
National Team
At Feyenoord Fetteh Football Academy from 1998-2003
“I was playing for the local youth team, Kumasi

new place, and the routine for all of us was eat,

that money isn’t the goal of sport, any more than

Corners Babies, when I was invited to try out for

sleep, train and go to school. And we were playing

winning is. When I think of the best games I’ve

Feyenoord Fetteh Football Academy. At the tri-

football, which we loved, and which I think we all

played in, it’s about the work that got my team to

als, there were eight hundred young footballers

still love. Football is a gift from God to us, a way

those games, the performance we gave in those

trying out for eighteen places, so yes, I was very

of teaching us self-discipline, self-confidence and

games, win or lose – that’s what makes me feel

pleased to make it through as one of those eight-

respect for one another. Getting someone safely

proud.”

een. Together, we formed the first Academy class.

and successfully from childhood to adulthood isn’t

In fact, the buildings at Gomoa Fetteh weren’t

easy, and I’m very grateful that I had the Academy,

“I know that I have been very lucky – although I

even finished when the school year started, so we

the school and the sport of football to bring me to

have also worked hard to make myself a better

had to camp out for the first three months.

where I am.

player. From the beginning at the Academy, I knew
that I’d have to do that, to keep up with those who
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“It was a special time. I was twelve years old, and

“As a professional athlete, I know that business

had more talent. Now I think about my daughter

suddenly there I was, with people from all over

has an important role to play in sports. You need

Garcelle and the life she will have – it will be dif-

the country, and only a supervisor to watch over

sponsors, and clubs can make profits, too, by buy-

ferent from mine, but I hope that she, too, learns

us. But we were all in the same boat – no family,

ing and selling. But it’s important to remember

the value of trying your best at all times.”
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FACTS AND
FIGURES
SATURDAY
•

Ghana’s most successful domestic football team is Asante Kotoko

•

 hana has won the African Cup of Nations four times, only one time less than
G
record-holders Egypt.

•

16,000 journalists attended the 2008 Africa Cup of Nations.

•

The Africa Cup of Nations predates the European Championship by three years

•

 hana defeated the United States in extra time in the 2010 World Cup to complete
G
its highest ever World Cup finish

•

 pair of football shoes lasts a Feyenoord Fetteh Football Academy player
A
approximately XX weeks.

(Fotobijschrift) Uidebis elestibus dolest autecab dilen
idprepelis eum acculli gendandem qui qui blaborendi
solorruptat utemquo.
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At the Feyenoord Fetteh Football Academy, some of
the most talented young footballers in Ghana come

174

[Guessing] Football stars of the future, together with

together to learn football skills and benefit from a

some of their mothers,at the Tamale SOS Village

first-rate scholastic education. They also acquire new

Football Academy, sponsored by Wienco.

friends and new dreams.
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Sunday

A time for reflection: giving back
All ages: the Academy encourages its older students
to mentor the younger children, and to provide them
with positive role models.
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A time for reflection: giving back
Whether it’s the palm-shaded white sands and green-blue sea of Cape Coast or the vivid green tangle of the forest near Dunkwa-on-Offin, the pale maize fields and flooded savannah around Tamale and Gushie or the small
islands, festooned with white egrets, that rise out of the wide Volta River, there is beauty everywhere in Ghana. The
beaches, hills, plains, lakes and waterways support an amazing array of plants and animals in settings that dazzle
and enchant. Ghana is gorgeous, and happily there’s a growing understanding of the importance of preserving the
natural riches that make it so stunning.

“Because whatever you get in life, you must appreciate it. If you can get more, by all
means, take it! But remember to put something back. If you do achieve what you set
out to accomplish, it will be because other people put something back for you. So
make sure you do the same.”

A new forest rises

there? The tall ones?” He gestures away to our left. “Those

Above our heads is a rough wooden ceiling. And at its center,

are the oldest trees we have. They were planted in 2001 as

a square hole reveals a patch of clear sky. After climbing the

a pilot for sustainable forestry here in Asubima.” The trees,

old iron ladder that leads through this portal, we find our-

naturally, took some time to grow, so it was some years

selves on the roof of a watch-tower balanced on a hilltop.

before the project proved its viability. In 2007, the organiza-

Before us spreads the Asubima forest reserve. It was found-

tion officially became FORM Ghana. Of its three sharehold-

ed in 1945, when Ghana’s rainforests still stretched across

ers, Wienco is by far the biggest. “We planted another 110

the nation. However, deforestation here has continued at an

hectares in 2008,” remembers Francis. “In 2011, our target is

alarming rate, and from our high perch, there are very few

to plant 1,500 hectares. So it’s growing very quickly.” FORM

mature trees to be seen. But perhaps the tide is turning, for

Ghana’s ultimate aim is to establish a plantation of 20,000

thousands of young trees are standing in rows all around us,

hectares, one that blazes a trail for sustainable forestry in

each topped with nodding sprays of yellow flowers. These

Western Africa.

are teak trees, and they stand in the only teak plantation in
Western Africa certified by the Forest Stewardship Council

A foothold for indigenous species

(FSC). They belong to FORM Ghana, a company committed

Of those 20,000 hectares, 1,000 will be given over to four

to sustainable forestry, to fostering greater biodiversity, and

indigenous timber species, including mahogany. “Plus,

to generating long-term income for shareholders and local

we’re researching the cultivation of a fifth native tree spe-

communities alike. The trees at Asubima inspire hope that

cies, called allanblackia. “Locally, it’s called sonkye,” says

Ghana can one day be reforested.

Francis, “and the women here already harvest its fruits and
seeds, which contain a cholesterol-free cooking oil. The
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Standing with us on the watch-tower is Francis Bilson-Ogoe,

seeds are very easy to process, which gives each fruit a high

FORM Ghana’s plantation manager. “You see those trees

value. That’s why our research partner is trying to develop
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the species as a cash crop for local farmers. We are helping

Private enterprise represents longevity

by looking into the most effective methods for propagation

Each of FORM Ghana’s teak trees will stand for 20-25 years

and transplanting.”

before being felled and replaced with a new sapling. If all goes
to plan, the plantation will become a stronghold for indig-

From the watchtower, Francis takes us to the FORM Ghana

enous species of all shapes and sizes. “In fact, it’s already

nursery. Because it’s a Sunday, only the watchmen are on

home to three species on the IUCN Red List of Threatened

site, slowly walking their patrols or standing by the gates. “A

Species: the African Dwarf Crocodile, Bobiri frogs, and the

lot of our time is spent looking for more effective and efficient

African Teak tree,” says Willem “Tukkie” Fourie, General

ways of growing our trees,” says Francis. “We research the

Manager of FORM Ghana.

best conditions for germination. For example, do they need
heat? Which nutrients do they need? When we find strong

“But it will be years before we can see the real impact of

specimens, we send samples to Brazil and to Holland for

our project, not least for the wildlife, but for local people,

cloning. That way, we can very quickly have a very large num-

too. Sure, our project brings benefits, such as jobs and

ber of seedlings, all of which we know will be strong.”

profit sharing, but changing access rights to the land is a

“Education is stronger
than the gun or the fence.”

worry for local people. Because we are on a forest reserve,

Ghana Wildlife

a tradition for many groups in Ghana to identify your family

it is technically illegal to farm here, but we understand

At the Accra offices of the Ghana Wildlife Society, we meet

with a particular animal, to make it your totem. In my case,

that people need these spaces.” FORM Ghana has found a

with new Director Jacob Oti-Awere, to continue our investi-

for example, the totem animal for my family is the Yellow-

compromise. “On our plantation, as long as farmers do not

gation into sustainability. Not surprisingly, Jacob is also tak-

Billed Kite. It is my brother, my ancestor. If, for instance, I find

burn or spray with artificial inputs, then they can use the

ing a long-term view. Natural resources, he says, are sup-

one in a cage, I have to set it free. That’s my responsibility.”

space between our trees for the first two or three years for

posed to be shared among generations. “But if you look at the

Today’s society, Jacob says, is often out of balance. But he

their crops until they find new land to farm.”

rate at which our natural treasures are disappearing, there

believes that this problem can be addressed. “We need to let

won’t be much left for Ghana’s future generations. And that’s

people know when they’re doing something that will damage

The success of FORM Ghana’s reforestation efforts depends

wrong. We have to let people know what’s going on, and what

the environment, and we have to explain it clearly. Education

on the success and staying power of the business itself.

the consequences will be.”

is stronger than the gun or the fence.”

we also need the support of the chiefs and of local people.

Jacob is quick to point out that this is not the way that Ghana

The business of conservation

Above all, we want to make it easier for other forestry com-

or Ghanaians have behaved in the past. “For hundreds of

Recently, the Ghana Wildlife Society approached the

panies to follow suit, because we cannot reforest Ghana

years, we have lived in balance with the world around us,

Ghana Police College about including a module on con-

alone.”

showing respect for all other forms of life. For instance, it’s

servation and wildlife laws into the curriculum for police

“Which means we need to make money,” says Willem. “But

“It will be years before we can see the real impact of our project,
not least for the wildlife, but for local people, too.”
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“Improving the lives of Ghanaians
– this is what respect for nature does.”
Improving the lives of Ghanaians – this is what respect for
nature does. Jacob insists that it is never a question of choosing between Ghana’s natural treasures and its people. Rather,
it is a matter of understanding that these natural treasures
can be used in one of two ways – they can be plundered and

John Mason,

Executive Director, Nature
Conservation Research Centre

used up wastefully, or they can be managed responsibly, with
an eye to sustainability and accountability.

In partnership with Wienco since 2004

Business can play a vital role in conservation. It can do this
by donating and supporting conservation efforts, as Wienco

“The Nature Conservation Research Centre focus-

an extremely important question, and getting the

does with the Ghana Wildlife Society. “The company’s been

es on two things, primarily. One is to help groups

answer right will do a lot of good. Right now, we’re

very helpful, and they’ve taken part in a number of conser-

of rural communities to set up their own conser-

working on a large number of carbon finance pur-

vation initiatives. For instance, we’ve done public awareness

vation areas, areas that they own, control and

chase agreements across the entire sub-region

work on sea-turtle conservation with Wienco in the areas

operate themselves. Of course, the cooperation

and in East Africa as well. But you can’t go about

training. “It’s very important that the police know how to

where these animals are being hunted, and they even donat-

of the government will help, but the idea is not to

this in a casual manner. These agreements cre-

protect habitats and the wildlife that lives in them,” says

ed motorbikes for our local people who patrol the beaches to

have these areas run or controlled by government.

ate legal relationships, and if you’re not careful,

Jacob. “In the end, this is about ensuring a quality of life for

prevent poachers from killing the turtles or disturbing nests.

Instead, the idea is to help these communities

you could end up in a court in London for non-

the people of Ghana, because that’s what the conservation

What’s more, based on programmes like this, we’ve been

build small-scale businesses with their own reve-

performance. So, in this area in particular, there’s

of these natural treasures can bring.” He points to a poster

able to convince the government that they need to include

nue streams. In this way, these areas will become

a strong role for the private sector, because their

on the office wall, a stunning photograph of a waterfall in

conservation on the national educational curriculum.”

and remain financially self-sufficient over time.

history of responsible management and results-

Over the last 15 years, we’ve been very successful

based accountability give them the hard-nosed

doing just that.

credibility that you need.

the forest. The water is cascading over three enormous
rock steps into a churning pool. You can almost hear

The NCRC

the roar of the torrent and feel the drifting mist. “That’s

Another organization that enjoys support from Wienco is the

Kintampo Falls. It’s north of Kumasi on the way to Tamale.

Nature Conservation Research Centre, or NCRC. Founded

“The other area of focus is on climate change issues.

“In the projects that we work on, there are impor-

Isn’t it beautiful? Did you know that Ghana has 39 water-

in 1995 by John Mason (who remains the organization’s

We’ve been doing a great deal of work on this over

tant roles for the business sector, for other NGOs,

falls? Now, if eco-tourism could become the mainstay of

Executive Director), today the NCRC is West Africa’s largest

the last four or five years. And we’ve focused in

for government and for local communities; when

the people around Kintampo Falls, then they would work

conservation NGO. It works in six countries across the sub-

particular on carbon finance. How can rural com-

we get these roles right, when we all deliver

hard to protect this resource. That’s how people are – they

region and is beginning new projects in East Africa as well.

munities in West Africa access the payments that

what each of us can do best, we can get great

protect what protects them.

But it’s in Accra where the NCRC has its headquarters. And

are available for conserving their forests? This is

things done.”

“The idea is to help
these communities
build small-scale
businesses with their
own revenue streams.”
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“Raising incomes, helps everyone:
the community, the environment
and the animals that live in it.”

it was here in the capital that John Mason first met Henri

John, “but we hadn’t found the right vehicle until I began tell-

species for conservation efforts here. We’ve really brought it

sanctuary provided by the park, like that created by the no-

and Winnie Wientjes. John tells us that it wasn’t quite an offi-

ing him about the troubles I was having in securing backing for

back from the brink.” Since that first collaboration, John and

hunting policies of FORM, VREL and ITFC landholdings, gives

cial meeting. “It was in the early 1990s, a few years before

a really exciting new project I was trying to set up. I was look-

Henri have worked together on other projects, and there are

Ghana’s amazing creatures a fighting chance at survival.

I started the NCRC. We were at the house of the American

ing for funding to follow up on a sighting of the white-necked

more plans ahead, although John is sparing with details. “I

ambassador – I was there to give the ambassador’s wife

rock fowl, Picathartis gymnocephalus, a bird that hadn’t been

think Henri would say: ‘Let’s not talk about it until we’ve actu-

In the end, most conservationists agree that the greatest

some advice on caring for her pet duikers. You know duikers,

spotted in Ghana since 1963. I’d gone to my usual sources but

ally done it.’”

enemy that conservation has is poverty. They point out that if

don’t you, the small forest antelopes? Well, as it turned out,

I wasn’t having any luck at all. I was telling Henri about this,

Henri and Winnie had some at their house as well. And they

you know, just talking about it as something that was frustrat-

The enemy

kill a wild animal instead. If they do not have the money to buy

also wanted to hear what I had to say. So the first conversa-

ing me, and right away, he said: ‘So how much do you need?’

Another endangered animal whose future is looking a lit-

tools and agricultural inputs, they will use techniques such as

tle brighter is the forest elephant. In Kakum National Park,

slash-and-burn to clear their land, a technique that not only

And that’s how we started. Later, when Newmont Gold also

this animal and a number of other species have found a safe

kills everything above the ground, but also harms the long-

agreed to help fund us and when the Ghana Wildlife Society

haven.

A recent study, sponsored by Wienco, confirmed

term sustainability of the soil itself. Raising rural incomes,

Friends and fowl

had become involved, Henri made a five-year commitment to

that the park was home to a thriving population of forest

which is what Wienco is doing with the Cocoa Abrabopa

In 2004, Henri found an opportunity to fund an NCRC project.

the project. It’s because of this support that this bird, which

elephants, along with three viable breeding herds of bongo,

Association, ITFC and Masara N’Arziki, helps everyone: the

“He’d been looking for ways to support what I was doing,” says

was the most endangered bird in Ghana, is now a flagship

large forest antelopes that are particularly shy animals. The

community, the environment and the animals that live in it.

tion I ever had with Henri was – very appropriately – about
how to care for an indigenous creature.”
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people cannot afford to buy meat from the butcher, they will
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Henri Wientjes,

Executive Chairman, Wienco
With Wienco since the beginning

all, fertilizer had been the heart of Wienco since

of failures also. But so many opportunities are

be a game ranger in Borneo, hanging out with the

the beginning. But the business had simply grown

simply squandered. If you have a dream, then

orangutans and gibbons. I could never have been

so huge that we could not secure financing for

you must be prepared to commit. We hang on, try

a giant like Jane Goodall or Iain Douglas-Hamilton,

the orders we were receiving. We realized that it

again, return to the drawing board even when eve-

but I would have been proud to try. But Wienco’s

would be better to get a strong partner – Yara –

ryone else says “give up, you fools!” Look at VREL.

heart will always be in Ghana. Ghana has the

to take over. Without this deal, perhaps we would

It’s had major set-backs – from EU import tariffs

farmers, the land and the climate – all the poten-

not have had the cash available for financing the

to a devastating storm – but it hangs on, just like

tial to be more than self-sufficient. Right now,

Cocoa Abrabopa Association, or to set up Masara

a terrier! Huub and Anthony still sit down at the

Ghana is at a cross-roads. And one road leads to

N’Arziki.

drawing board from time to time, to make sure

a prosperous, self-sufficient future. I like to think

The Cocoa Abrabopa Association is my proudest

they’re definitely hanging on tight enough. We’re

that Wienco, together with all its sister companies,

achievement. Looking at it today, it’s easy to think

still hanging on at ITFC, and I am convinced that

is already heading down the right road, pioneer-

that it was destined for success. But we had to

we can get those mango trees to flower. Why

ing a way of doing business in Ghana that opens

put a lot of work into it. There was a wide-spread

are we so determined? Well, maybe it’s ego. But

opportunities for all of the players in the chain.

belief that you could not finance small-scale

I don’t think so. I think it’s because we’re deter-

farmers, that it was just too risky. And yes, things

mined to prove that our dreams are possible. You

In 2010, we teamed up with RMG, a similar agri-

went wrong. Our first attempt was disastrous:

must believe in what you are doing – even when

cultural inputs company operating in West Africa.

our default rate was sky-high! But we sat down

you lose money.

This cooperation with RMG will create new possibilities in West Africa.

together – myself, Ralph Odei-Tettey, William
Kotey and the late Dr Appiah – and worked out

When you’re successful, you have to allow oth-

The two companies have already started a joint

where we had gone wrong. Eventually we had all

ers to have their successes, too, and be careful

venture in Monrovia, Liberia, where we are set-

the pieces we needed – the right staff, the right

not to stand in their way. Our customers are also

ting up both a new farmers association – similar

“It has been a long time since the Chief and I first sat

of our journey, we’ve promoted those agricultural

they are and continue investing – they don’t keep

farmers, the right loan structure and the right

business people. That’s why our strategy has

to CAA – and an agricultural inputs company. It’s

down to talk about starting a company. Back then,

practices and inputs that cause the least impact to

clearing new land. And that keeps them out of the

package of training and inputs. Once you have all

never depended on pricing structures, but on high

as a result of this venture that the two compa-

we planned maybe a few years ahead. We cer-

the environment, and that are as safe as possible

rainforest. Ghana is already learning from mis-

the foundation stones in place, then you can begin

quality, on large quantities, and on adding value

nies decided to come together and implement the

tainly didn’t dare to think 30 years into the future.

for farmers to use, updating our products as the

takes made by the EU and the US: with the sensi-

to build your house. This has been the pattern for

by increasing sustainability. Our basic principles

CAA model for all of West Africa. For success, we

We were focusing on establishing our business,

science changed.

ble use of agricultural inputs, we can have a high-

almost all of our successful ventures at Wienco.

have remained unchanged through our thirty

will need to keep the spark, and stay focused on

years, while the agricultural science and the envi-

where we are strong – understanding the farmer.

ronmental issues have changed fundamentally.

Because it’s always their success that ensures our

on trying to make enough money to expand. Since

yield, high-tech, high-quality agricultural sector

then, Ghana has changed a lot – it has grown. And

You can’t have agriculture without altering nature.

as well as healthy forests and savannahs in Ghana.

all along, this nation has given Wienco opportuni-

But once land is under cultivation, the most pro-

In a nutshell, that’s why Wienco has always been a

The opportunities are there
– seize them!

ties to keep on growing as well. There were quick

ductive farming techniques are also the most sus-

major proponent of fertilizer.

There are so many chances for success here in

Choosing the right path

deals to be made – importing fish or soap – but our

tainable. When farmers can make enough money

When we sold our fertilizer business to Yara in

Ghana – it’s paradise for the entrepreneur! But

If things had turned out differently, and I had

heart was always with agriculture. At every stage

from land they already farm, then they stay where

2007, it was quite an emotional milestone. After

success is not easy, and Wienco has had its share

never come to Ghana, then maybe today I would
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own.
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FACTS AND
FIGURES
SUNDAY
Ghana is losing its forests at a rate of 1.5-2% per year, down from 3-4% per year prior
to 1990.
Timber is Ghana’s fourth most important export – in 2008, Ghana signed an
agreement with the EU to export only sustainable timber to Europe.
Approximately 5% of the land in Ghana is under protected status as either parkland
or reserve.
In October of 2010, FORM Ghana was awarded a Gold Award by the Ashanti King at
the Annual Ashanti Business Excellence Awards.
The Akosombo Dam, which created one of the world’s largest man-made lakes,
produces 1,020 megawatts of energy.
According to the International Energy Association, Ghana is 176th in the world in
terms of carbon dioxide emissions per capita.
At present, there are approximately 120 active Picathartes gymnocephalus nests in
Ghana.

(Fotobijschrift) Uidebis elestibus dolest autecab dilen
idprepelis eum acculli gendandem qui qui blaborendi
solorruptat utemquo.
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Here and Right: The teak plantation at FORM will
continue to give to the surrounding community, and
to the natural environment that it complements, for
decades to come. Here, sapling grown at the nursery
are being planted and carefully nurtured to ensure
that future benefit. One such sapling was planted
by the Ambassador of the Netherlands, Mrs. A.P.
Remmerzwaal.
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Everywhere we go in Ghana, the beauty astounds
us. That’s why every effort that is made to save such
beauty is a worthwhile endeavour.
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(Fotobijschrift) Uidebis elestibus dolest autecab dilen
idprepelis eum acculli gendandem qui qui blaborendi
solorruptat utemquo.
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solorruptat utemquo.
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(Fotobijschrift) Uidebis elestibus dolest autecab dilen
idprepelis eum acculli gendandem qui qui blaborendi
solorruptat utemquo.
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At the Ghana Oil Palm Development company, workers gather the ripe fruit from the trees. The waste
product from the fruit will be used to generate the
steam needed to process the fruit into oil.
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(Fotobijschrift) Uidebis elestibus dolest autecab dilen
idprepelis eum acculli gendandem qui qui blaborendi
solorruptat utemquo.
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Coconut fibres are processed into fibre mats for use
in erosion prevention at Wienco Fibres, Ltd. At the

(Fotobijschrift) Uidebis elestibus dolest autecab dilen

same location, coconut husks are turned into a grow-

The husks have been processed and are ready for

idprepelis eum acculli gendandem qui qui blaborendi

ing medium for export to garden centers in Europe.

packing and shipment.

solorruptat utemquo.
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(Fotobijschrift) Uidebis elestibus dolest autecab dilen
idprepelis eum acculli gendandem qui qui blaborendi
solorruptat utemquo.
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(Fotobijschrift) Uidebis elestibus dolest autecab dilen
idprepelis eum acculli gendandem qui qui blaborendi
solorruptat utemquo.
(Fotobijschrift) Uidebis elestibus dolest autecab dilen
idprepelis eum acculli gendandem qui qui blaborendi
solorruptat utemquo.
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(Fotobijschrift) Uidebis elestibus dolest autecab dilen
idprepelis eum acculli gendandem qui qui blaborendi
solorruptat utemquo.
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(Fotobijschrift) Uidebis elestibus dolest autecab dilen
idprepelis eum acculli gendandem qui qui blaborendi
solorruptat utemquo.
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Mooie quote of spreuk?
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XXXX
Foto + Nawoord?

Sunset at the forest’s edge.
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Pagimna met alle Wienco
logo’s
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Colofon en met dank aan....
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